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Abstract
This Action Research Project explores the principles of Social and Emotional Learning
(SEL) in context of a writing classroom and using deliberate selection of diverse mentor texts to
attempt to help students build identities as writers. This study was conducted primarily by
collecting data about my teaching as I attempted to implement these ideas in my work as a
student teacher during Western Oregon University’s Winter Term in 2021. I followed an Action
Research Project model for self-study of my teaching practice, and I collected a handful of
sources of data about my own teaching practice, including notes, lesson plans and peer
commentaries on my mentor text selections.
Through the study I identified some of my own flaws in attempting to implement SEL
principles in the classroom, specifically: failing to devote enough time to some classroom
activities and thus failing to create a classroom that is supportive, participatory and engaging;
assigning overly challenging mentor texts; and failing to engage in planned and deliberate direct
instruction of SEL skills like self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship
skills and responsible decision making.
Nevertheless, despite the limitations of my study, I ultimately recommend writing
teachers attempt to embrace SEL principles and diverse mentor texts as they teach. This is
because of the strong theoretical and research backing for these ideas and my own experience
seeing these practices have positive impacts on students within the limited confines of my study.
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Chapter I: Teaching Philosophy
Introduction and Overview
The schools where I tutored had somewhat apocalyptic atmospheres the last day they
operated before closing because of the COVID-19 pandemic sweeping the world. The students
were reeling as directives from the administration flooded into the classroom. The weekend’s
high school dance was cancelled. The speech and debate team’s trip to a national qualifying
competition was called off the day before they were supposed to leave. The middle school
musical in rehearsals since the start of the school year was cancelled the day it was supposed to
open. The junior trip, still months away, was postponed indefinitely. The boys basketball team,
warming up on the court at a state tournament that already didn’t have spectators, were sent
home at the order of state officials. The prospect of schools shutting down for an indefinite
period loomed over everything.
As staff, there was little that we could do but to help the students process everything. The
most impactful moment for me came in a sophomore AVID class in which the teacher preempted
the planned lesson in place of having a Socratic seminar on the virus. Students were allowed to
work on their homework independently if they didn’t want to participate, but most of the class
joined the conversation. The teacher asked the participants to be mindful of the emotions their
classmates were feeling, but otherwise let the students direct the conversation. These students,
again, high school sophomores, held one of the most mature and nuanced conversations about
the outbreak I have witnessed, even these many months later. They talked about their own
emotions and the impact the cancellations were having on their lives. They questioned why
schools weren’t closed earlier and discussed the socioeconomic impact the impending closure
would have on their peers and parents. In exquisitely respectful terms some argued schools
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should stay open because some of their peers are most at home at school and rely on school meal
programs to eat – foreseeing these concerns with school closures before many adults grasped the
problem. Others raised the concern that the virus would have a bigger impact on their peers than
the other high school in town because their school has more low-income students with limited
access to medical care. They discussed the national political ramifications of the outbreak and
the motives of the decision makers affecting them. Some students talked about how young
people are less affected by the virus, but they are still being asked to deal with the biggest
disruption to their lives. Others said they accepted that burden out of a desire to protect elderly
and immunocompromised loved ones. They talked about lessons learned from the pandemic and
what the actions people were taking revealed about them. The students ended by discussing what
they personally could do to prepare for the crisis and even help others by getting them groceries
or connecting them to the food bank.
I don’t know how that lesson related to the Common Core standards teachers are
supposed to using to guide their lesson planning. But I am also not very troubled if it can only
tenuously be connected to the standards because the activity demonstrated just how prepared
these students were to be active citizens. To me, this lesson exemplified the very best of what
schools can be: places that trust students to be mature and responsible, provide them with an
emotionally supportive environment and empower them to grapple with the challenges of our
time hand-in-hand with their peers.
While this moment-in-time is for me a particularly poignant example of school at its best,
I can’t ignore that this moment was only possible because of a lot of things that lead up to it to
prepare those students for it. The pedagogical decisions of these students’ teachers helped
prepare them for that moment. I aspire to be the kind of educator who helps students grow into
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engaged, critical adults capable of understanding the machinery of society and possessing the
desire to fix it.
A Series of Promises to my Future Students
As part of my aspiration to be a teacher who can create students like these, I have
compiled a list of goals and will present them below, along with the rationale behind them. Some
of the rationale behind these goals was inspired by my coursework in the MAT program and
some of it is from my personal experiences in school and as a student and student teacher.
Here are the promises I make to my students:
I will be intentional in my teaching.
Educating other humans is an enormously complex undertaking, which in the United
States takes well over a decade. In most public schools many teachers are involved in that work,
each contributing a small piece to a whole system that’s shape and form are indistinct even to
people in that system. The consequences of education on individual lives of students is immense
and even small actions can make a huge impact on students’ lives. Because of the complexity
and high stakes of education, teaching is not a career that can be approached without
intentionality – the deliberate and considered decision to adhere to certain educational
philosophies and schools of thought within educational psychology.
At this point in my studies of educational philosophy, I find myself drawn to the
poststructuralist, complexivist and ecological perspectives as described by Davis (2009). I
appreciate the different perspectives these schools of thought offer: poststructuralism and its
critique of the status quo, complexity science and its attempts to link biology and culture, and
ecology because of its ethical dimensions (Davis, 2009). I’m new to these philosophies and I
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don’t know if one will begin to be the primary guiding perspective for my teaching with time, or
if I will continue to draw insight from all three, or even other philosophies.
In the field of educational psychology, I find a lot of value in strategies taught by
cognitive perspectives that emphasize strategies that encourage students to construct internal
meanings and sociocultural perspectives that emphasize strategies in which people work together
to construct common understandings (Ormrod, 2016). I find value in many of the perspectives on
educational psychology I’ve studied so far and hope to use insights from different schools of
thoughts as I teach.
While I still have much to learn and my teaching career will likely influence which
perspectives I utilize most in the future, I am committed to being deliberate about having theories
that underlie my ethics and approach to teaching.
I will actively seek professional development throughout my career.
In my past career as a newspaper reporter I felt my skill plateaued several years after I
graduated from journalism school. Although I wanted professional development, my employer
didn’t provide opportunities or time for me to focus on improving my craft nor did I have the
skill to systematically study my own craft as I am attempting to do through this action research
study. In a field as dependent on skill as journalism, it was frustrating to want to be a better
writer, but not know how to improve.
Teaching is also a highly skilled career. I will always owe my students better teaching
than I can deliver, so I commit myself to embracing the work of getting better at teaching. Often,
I’ve seen people in a variety of careers resent professional development as unnecessary. Guided
by my past experience, I also commit that I will have a positive attitude towards additional
training and will go into it intending to learn. I will also understand that as a practitioner I need
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to study my own teaching to find ways to improve my skill through action research, which I will
describe in chapter three of this document.
I will teach students both for the world as it is and the world as it should be.
Repeatedly throughout my studies I have encountered writers who highlight the failings
of the U.S. education system. Kozol wrote of the resegregation of schools (2005), Au (2011) and
Ravitch (2010) wrote of the harmful effects of standardized testing, and Apple and King (1977)
suggest that the education system’s reproduction of inequality is by design. These are just a few
examples of challenges in the field – the true scope of the challenges facing educators is
staggering.
However, I was intrigued by the position articulated by Delpit that students should be
taught what they need to pass the gatekeepers to power, but also be simultaneously taught that
their own culture and language are valuable (1988).
I really appreciate this perspective. I don’t relish the idea of homogenizing my students
so their backgrounds are erased and they are part of a monoculture. Yet, I also don’t want to
leave them improperly prepared to enter positions of power and respect within society so that
they can make things better for the generations that follow.
I will work within the system and without to improve conditions for my students.
As I highlighted above, my studies have included many critiques of the status quo in
public education in the U.S. Again, I look to Delpit for guidance in this: Delpit wrote that
educators should seek to put themselves in a position to make changes to the system to help their
students (1988).
I want schools to help destroy existing social stratification and prejudice. I want all
students to prosper and have the resources to succeed. I want education to be meaningful and
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liberating and not dominated by standardized tests that favors rote learning. I will advocate on
behalf of my students to do what I can to fix the problems with the system.
Yet, I am realistic in my expectations. Systemic change is a long battle. In the nearer term
I will try to work within the bounds of the system to give my students the best education I can. I
will use standards to guide my curriculum development, but I will be creative and flexible within
these standards to make sure my students are engaged and getting the preparation they need to be
engaged citizens.
I will nurture the potential in all of my students.
I want to live in a more equitable world and because of this I also need to start with
myself. I commit myself to always looking for the strengths of my students and seeing the
positives of having a diverse community of learners.
Fortunately, this comes relatively naturally for me. Early in my studies in the MAT
program, I have had the incredible privilege to tutor at a diverse middle and high school.
Presently, I am student teaching at an alternative high school working with students who
struggled in traditional classrooms. In this role I have seen that even struggling secondary
students are bursting with potential. I am constantly amazed by the brilliant writing I see students
produce with a little guidance. I occasionally hear of educators who write off students who
struggle in class or don’t do their work. I have never understood this perspective. In the times
when I’ve seen students struggling, it always looks to me like the system is failing to give them
what they need to succeed or because of the impossible challenges these students face in their
personal lives.
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I also understand maintaining this optimistic perspective about my students is the
foundation for good teaching: Ormrod wrote that teachers having optimistic views of their
students improves student learning (2016).
I promise to be a partner to the parents and families of my students.
By the time I complete the MAT program I will have spent more than 20 years of my life
in school in some capacity, significantly more than half of my life. Even when I wasn’t a student
in some capacity, the majority of my professional career was spent working at a newspaper
where, among other things, I reported on school activities, school boards, state level education
policy and even local universities and community colleges. All of that first-hand experience and
my teacher education will mean I have more experience with the education system than many of
the parents of my students. I would like to be a resource for them and help them understand the
system better and how they can make their voices heard to people in power, like the state
legislature or school board.
Yet, I also want to be humble as I build relationships with my students and their families.
Students and their parents will understand their needs better than I ever could, so I cannot get too
comfortable with my role as the expert, since that could easily lead to me being out of touch with
my students’ needs.
I promise to create a warm and supportive classroom.
I have always admired the teachers who create classrooms that their students want to visit
during lunch and breaks. Having students choose to spend their time in my classroom would help
me build relationships with them that would make me a better teacher for them because I can
understand their needs and what kinds of lessons would facilitate their learning. It’s also easier to
push students to perform at higher levels if you have an established relationship with them.
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I commit to creating a welcoming physical space in my classroom. I’d like to display
student artwork and have a collection of books and board games available for my students to
borrow. I also commit to being an advisor for student groups and allowing them to use my
classroom for meetings, so that my classroom becomes a space in which students can truly be at
home in outside of class.
I will honor and respect the diversity of my students.
I believe diverse communities present a tremendous opportunity for the education system
and society as a whole. In this I am guided by Moll et al. (1992), who first articulated the idea
that even communities viewed as deficient by traditional power structures are rich with funds of
knowledge that can be incorporated into school systems. These communities and their cultural
knowledge are good for society as a whole.
I am also influenced in this perspective by Davis (2009), who wrote that one of the views
of complexity science is that when a complex system is faced with a problem, solutions to the
problem can be found within the system’s diversity. A society rich in diversity is more adaptable
and resilient than a homogenous one and I want my teaching to honor my students’ backgrounds
and help them learn without losing a connection to their culture.
I will work to understand my students.
My introduction was intended to highlight how complicated the world is for students:
they are dealing with adult problems while they are still kids. But it is not just while there is a
global pandemic going on that students are dealing with many issues outside of school. Some are
in foster care, others are taking care of siblings, and others are dealing with health issues or
addiction. They face poverty, food scarcity, housing insecurity, racism and immigration issues
for themselves or their loved ones. Even some students with lots of support at home may struggle
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to find success because schools don’t have the funds to support them with specialized resources.
Still other students may have special learning needs that make classroom success more difficult
to achieve.
I hope that by getting to know my students I can understand what challenges they face
and be a person who supports them emotionally and academically. Also, by working to
understand my students I believe I can better craft my lessons and assessments to help facilitate
their learning.
Tomlinson wrote that teachers can help students succeed by differentiating instruction so
that students have a variety of ways to learn and demonstrate their learning (2017). Getting to
know my students as individuals will allow me to best differentiate my instruction. I commit to
intentionally designing my curriculum so that there are ways to differentiate instruction to meet
student needs.
I will create opportunities for students to have meaningful experiences learning together
As I mentioned above, I subscribe to sociocultural approaches to learning that suggest
students learn best when they can work with others on problems and have meaningful
discussions. However, I also recognize that some approaches to classroom discussion are
shallow. Situations where teachers ask the group a few isolated questions during a lecture are not
engaging the whole class in a meaningful way. I will plan my lessons so that students have
structured activities that promote active discussion, peer teaching and collaborative problem
solving for all students.
I will use teaching strategies to help build my students’ literacy in my content areas
Buehl wrote that secondary teachers in all subjects have a responsibility to build their
students ability to read and comprehend texts in their subject area (2017). Strategies for
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successful reading vary within disciplines and there are strategies to be used before, during and
after reading (Buehl, 2017). I commit to using strategies tailored to my subject and the text at
hand, so I can help my students grow as readers and independent learners. Being competent
readers will help them find academic success, but fostering a love for reading can also help them
live richer and more full lives.
Conclusion
These promises together cover a wide variety of ideas, some I carried with me into this
program and others that I’ve picked up through my studies and student teaching. To me the
uniting theme in these pledges is that they all are aimed at helping me be flexible and adaptable
in meeting my students where they are at and helping them succeed in school and beyond.
I have attempted to synthesize these down into one core promise:
I promise to keep an open mind and open heart as I work with my students to help them
not just find personal success in life but to make the world they join a better place.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Introduction and Overview
This project took place under the shadow of the COVID-19 pandemic, which moved both
my own studies of education and my practicum experience as a student teacher online. My
student teaching placement was at an alternative school, where we structured most of our content
so that it was delivered through asynchronous and self-paced modules on the online learning
platform Canvas. Because of this, my cooperating teacher only had one “live” class during this
study, a writing class in which she had students for four hours a week for nine weeks, before they
rotated to another subject. Although I developed a lot of content for asynchronous English
Language Arts classes, my opportunities to plan live instruction were very limited. Because my
cooperating teacher was repeating the same class four times over the course of the year, her
entire curriculum was built while I was still in my first couple months at the school. My own
curriculum needed to be able to complement the plans of my cooperating teacher, so I focused
my research on writing instruction.
This literature review has three central themes: differentiation/culturally responsive
pedagogy, research-based teaching strategies and scaffolding appropriate for English Language
Arts classrooms and strategies and evidence-based practices for writing instruction. These topics
were based on my student teaching context: at an alternative school in the midst of a global
pandemic. Students at my school were often from marginalized groups: many were people of
color, some were immigrants or the children of immigrants and many were from low income
families or had IEPs. The students were only at my school because they were struggling in the
traditional education system for some reason, so they had a strong need for differentiated
learning and education that was designed with their individual needs in mind. The pandemic had
a huge impact on these young adults and it also severely constrained my options for helping
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them. As I wrote above, because my opportunities for live instruction were in a class is focused
on writing, I explored writing and literacy instruction in my research. My own experience as a
former professional writer for nearly a decade has shown me that writing is a powerful way to
make change in the world and can also be a form of catharsis from living through challenges. I
hope to empower my students as writers so that they can process their emotions from surviving a
pandemic and use their voices to build a better tomorrow.
Procedures for Literature Review
The foundation of my approach to this literature review is qualitative. My starting point
was reviewing texts I read during my course work in the Western Oregon University Master of
Arts in Teaching Program. In reviewing the readings I’d done, I looked specifically for works
relevant to teaching writing in a diverse classroom. Within the works assigned to me by my
instructors, I also looked for texts that served as a foundation for those works. Additionally, I
sought recommendations from Drs. Marie LeJeune and Melanie Landon-Hays, who teach
English Language Arts pedagogy classes.
I did additional searches for articles within the online portal for the Hamersly Library at
Western Oregon University. I also did searches using Google Scholar for terms including
“evidence-based writing instruction,” “differentiation in writing instruction” and “social and
emotional learning in writing instruction.” Within the results I focused principally on articles that
were most widely cited. Within those articles I also looked for other works that those works
referenced.
I recorded my key findings on an “I” chart (Hoffman, 1992) with three key themes: 1)
differentiation and culturally responsive pedagogy; 2) scaffolding and high leverage instructional
practices for English Language Arts; and 3) evidence-based writing instruction strategies. My
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goal was to understand the perspective and theoretical approaches to education that allow a
teacher to adapt their instruction to the highly diverse needs of my students, establish a solid
foundation in general instructional strategies and explore instruction of writing in depth, as it was
the subject of the only class I knew I would have the opportunity to teach during the study in
anything resembling a normal classroom format.
Theme 1: Differentiation and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Within my readings on teaching to meet diverse student needs I identified two key
themes: using differentiation strategies in curriculum planning and classroom instruction and
designing curriculum that includes and shows respect for diverse perspectives.
Both of these themes were relevant to my student teaching context, which was a primary
driver of my interest in these them. My students had nearly universally already struggled to
succeed in a traditional high school and the pandemic had only exacerbated many of the
problems they faced in and out of the classroom. These were students who strongly needed
education that met them where they are. I was also highly aware that given their past struggles in
school my students had a wide variance in background knowledge of English literature and
writing.
Further, given the diversity of cultural backgrounds represented in my students, I
believed I needed to move beyond the traditional canon of literature, which features very few
people who have backgrounds similar to my students. Some of my students already viewed
themselves as readers and writers, but the majority did not. I was interested in discussions of
culturally responsive pedagogy because I believe that my students need to see that people like
them can be readers and writers.
Research on Differentiation
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Differentiation is most easily summarized as an approach to instruction in which teachers
plan curriculum such that there are multiple pathways for students to master the content of the
class and multiple ways for them to demonstrate their mastery. This approach recognizes that
students learn in different ways and that teachers should focus on assessments that show whether
students have mastered the content and not deny them success because they struggle to
demonstrate their learning in some types of assessment.
Tomlinson and McTighe wrote that Differentiated Instruction (DI) focuses on the
students, the learning environment and how educators teach (2006, p. 3). “Its primary goal is
ensuring that teachers focus on processes and procedures that ensure effective learning for varied
individuals” (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006, p. 3). This doesn’t necessarily mean teachers need to
customize learning for all of their students because differentiation can be done by designing
curriculum around core ideas and then adapting it using multiple pathways that are likely to meet
multiple types of student needs. “Feasibility suggests that classroom teachers can work to the
benefit of many more students by implementing patterns of instruction likely to serve multiple
needs” (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006, p. 19).
Tomlinson and McTighe wrote that DI is more than just adjustments to classroom
practices; it should be accompanied by a deliberate planning process in which teachers start with
identifying what students should be able to know and do then determine which assessments
would serve as evidence for students having met those goals (2006, pp. 27-28). Only after
teachers have determined those things should they begin planning learning experiences and
instruction (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006). This process is called backwards planning (McTighe
& Wiggins, 2008).
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Tomlinson and Moon expanded on the idea of how to use assessments to target
instruction in a differentiated classroom: teachers should use assessments in a deliberate way to
inform instruction, not as an arbitrary tool or in an attempt to motivate students to do classroom
work (2013). The authors suggest teachers should use preassessments to help figure out what
their students need to learn (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). Then teachers should use assessments to
determine whether students have learned the material or need re-teaching (Tomlinson & Moon,
2013). They stress that teachers should not overgrade students, which may hinder student-teacher
relationships (Tomlinson & Moon, 2013). “The way we teach, assess, and grade too frequently
suggests to some students that effort rarely pays off, whereas to others it suggests that hard work
is not necessary for achievement. Both messages are lethal to motivation,” Tomlinson and Moon
wrote (2013, p. 127).
In a study comparing reading instruction between a control classrooms and a
differentiated classrooms at four middle schools, Little, McCoach and Reis found that the
differentiated and control group students had similar results, with the differentiated group
outperforming the control on reading fluency at two of the schools, despite receiving less time in
whole group instruction (2014). While these results don’t show differentiation is dramatically
successful compared to “one size fits all” instruction, it does suggest that reducing whole group
instruction is not harmful to the class overall, and it could leave teachers more time to focus on
students who need extra help.
Bondie, Dahnke, and Zusho examined 28 studies of differentiated instruction conducted
from 2001 to 2015 and concluded that research on the practice often used inconsistent definitions
of differentiated instruction and measured changes in practice and outcomes in varied ways that
in aggregate create a “vague and confusing vision for how DI may ensure optimal challenge for
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all learners in a general education classroom” (2019, p. 354). The researchers suggested that
there is a need for future research on the practice with more consistent definitions and methods
(Bondie, Dahnke & Zusho, 2019). “Based on the limited number of research studies and the need
for developing tools that can be tested across school contexts and disciplines, there seems to be
more theorizing about the benefits of DI than tests of its claims” (Bondie, Dahnke & Zusho,
2019, p. 355).
While I understand more research needs to be done on DI, I still view the idea of creating
multiple pathways to success as highly compelling. In Oregon there is a significant amount of
diversity in schools: according to the Oregon Department of Education (ODE), in the 2019-20
school year in Oregon more than one-third of students were nonwhite (“Fall Membership
Report,” 2020). Further, ODE reported that in the cohort graduating high school in 2019, more
than 14 percent of students had a disability, nearly 19 percent of students had been English
language learners at some point in their education and more than 57 percent of students were
economically disadvantaged (“Cohort Graduation Rate, 2020). These figures show that Oregon
students are far from heterogeneous in their background and needs. Given the diversity of the
students both in my classroom and across Oregon I believe that a “one size fits all” approach
would have little chance of success. My students in particular were also evidence that the
traditional high school isn’t a place where every student can find success. Differentiation,
however, could provide pathways for success for these students. Indeed, while this is only
anecdotal support, my school’s entire approach to instruction was highly differentiated and
many, many students have found success at the school after struggling in a traditional classroom.
I am also encouraged to use DI by Little, McCoach and Reis’ study, which suggests to me that at
the very least, DI should give me more time in class to give students individual attention. Their
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work suggests that there’s little downside to reducing whole-class direct instruction time to focus
more on differentiation.
Research on Diverse Perspectives
Examining Oregon’s demographics and my student teaching placement highlighted for
me the need for differentiated instruction to meet the wide range of needs among my students.
However, Tomlinson and McTighe’s work suggests to me that classroom practices alone are not
enough for successful differentiation: curriculum must also be differentiated (2006):
We are also teachers of human beings. The essence of our job is making sure that
curriculum serves as a catalyst for powerful learning for students who, with our guidance
and support, become skilled in and committed to the process of learning. (p. 39).
The heart of an English language arts classroom is text: students read and discuss texts,
learn about how language works from texts and even learn to write by imitating texts. If the texts
that are chosen for a class are not engaging for students then students are very unlikely to learn
much in an English classroom. Flexibility in classroom activities and assessments is not enough,
if English Language Arts teachers do not also seek to diversify the content that they teach. A
potential way to engage students with text is by choosing texts that are relevant to their lived
experiences (culturally relevant curriculum).
Bishop articulated the idea that students need to see their own world reflected back to
them in the literature they read (1990).
Literature transforms human experience and reflects it back to us, and in that reflection
we can see our own lives and experiences as part of the larger human experience.
Reading, then, becomes a means of self-affirmation, and readers often seek their mirrors
in books” (p. ix).
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However, Bishop wrote that nonwhite readers have often not found their lives reflected
back to them in literature (1990). Bishop argued that teachers should assign texts by a diverse
array of authors so that all students have a chance to see their experiences mirrored back to them
in the texts they read. Bishop further suggests that it is not just students from marginalized
groups who benefit when their teachers provide them with literature written by and for people
like them: children from dominant groups can have distorted world views if they only ever see
people like themselves (1990).
There is further support for the idea that all students stand to benefit from reading works
from a diverse array of writers in the work of Moll et al. (1992). The authors first described the
“funds of knowledge” concept – the idea that even communities often viewed as culturally
deficient have deep historical and cultural knowledge that is valuable and can be an asset to the
classroom (Moll et al., 1992). This writing suggests to me that all students can benefit from
exploring the perspectives of groups of people in their own community. I would extend this idea
to apply it to the English classroom: since so much of English is centered on reading texts, those
texts should represent the perspectives of students’ community. Both students from marginalized
groups and students from dominant groups stand to benefit from seeing the perspectives of
people around them through reading texts.
Ladson-Billings, in an examination of successful teachers of African American students,
found these teachers used the culture of their students as an asset in the classroom (2008). “Thus
culturally relevant teaching uses student culture in order to maintain it and to transcend the
negative effects of the dominant culture,” (2008, p. 19). Ladson-Billings wrote the goal of such
an approach is to help students pursue academic excellence without being forced to assimilate
into the dominant culture and lose their unique culture (2008, p. 20). Selecting texts that honor
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my students’ lived experiences is a powerful way to recognize the value of their culture. This has
wide benefits: some students who might otherwise be disengaged in school might connect with
literature by and for people like them. Additionally, by assigning texts that reflect the
background of marginalized students, teachers signal to these students that people like them can
be successful in academic subjects like writing. Realizing they can be successful as writers
should be helpful in motivating students to engage with the challenges of learning to write.
Complimenting this view is the position articulated by Delpit’s discussion of power
dynamics in the classroom (1988). Delpit wrote that students who are not from the culture of
power can benefit from being instructed in the rules of the culture of power, including being
taught how to write following conventions of the culture of power (Delpit, 1988). “Pretending
that gatekeeping points don't exist is to ensure that many students will not pass through them,”
Delpit wrote (1988, p. 292). Delpit emphasized that teachers should not try to erase student’s
unique language and writing, but should instead consciously teach them that they are following
the rules to bypass gatekeepers and that their own cultural codes are valuable and beautiful.
(Delpit, 1988, p. 293). A part of showing respect for students’ culture is assigning texts that
represent their culture and its unique cultural codes.
Soltero (2011) wrote that reading is the most effective strategy for building vocabulary
for English Language Learners (ELL). Soltero recommends using “authentic” children’s and
adolescent reading material with ELL students rather than controlled readings like basal readers
(Soltero, 2011). “High-quality adolescent and children’s literature not only promotes a love of
reading but exposes students to rich language and vocabulary” (Soltero, 2011, p. 143). Soltero
also recommends using culturally relevant curriculum that reflects the backgrounds of the
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students in the class as a way to engage students and help them relate new vocabulary to their
existing knowledge.
I am pursuing a career as an English language arts teacher because I believe that literature
can transform human lives for the better. Words have power to save lives and make the world a
better place. As a white person I have often seen my own experienced mirrored for me in
literature, as Bishop (1990) described. This made literature a subject I both loved and something
I pursued voraciously as a form of respite and healing. I believe that my responsibility as an
educator is to make sure all of my students have opportunities to find themselves in literature.
Both my home state and current teaching contexts are rich with diversity. Assigning diverse texts
in such contexts is not just morally correct, it is the most effective way to differentiate
instruction.
Theme 2: Scaffolding and High Leverage Practices
While the concepts of Differentiated Instruction and culturally inclusive literature choices
heavily involve curriculum planning, concepts like scaffolding and high leverage practice deal
more directly with how to operate within the classroom, although scaffolding also requires
planning to operate. This section I broadly divide into two categories: scaffolding in English
language arts classrooms and creating a classroom environment in which students feel safe
expressing themselves. Scaffolding, the supports we give to students to help them perform more
complicated tasks, are an important tool in a diverse classroom because different students can get
different scaffolds based on their own individual needs. I focused on creating a safe learning
environment through Social and Emotional Learning research because I have observed that some
of my students have been reluctant to express themselves in writing. Because many of them have
experienced failure in the classroom before coming to my classroom, I believe this perspective
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on education is particularly important in helping students feel safe to write. Writing is something
that is best learned through doing: writers need to practice writing, make mistakes and learn from
them. If students are reluctant to write, they will miss out on engaging in the process of writing
and will get very little from a writing-focused class.
Research on Scaffolding in English Language Arts
Collins, Brown and Newman propose teaching reading, writing and other subjects
through what they term a “cognitive apprenticeship,” which they describe as learning through
guided experience (1987). They suggest six strategies for this: modeling, coaching, scaffolding,
articulation, reflection and exploration (Collins, Brown and Newman, 1987). They also suggest
teachers should sequence tasks with simple tasks at the start and then increasing challenge as
students’ abilities expand. They write that “a key goal in the design of teaching methods should
be to help students acquire and integrate cognitive and metacognitive strategies for using,
managing, and discovering knowledge” (Collins, Brown and Newman., 1987, p. 16).
A key component of this cognitive apprenticeship is scaffolding, the supports teachers
offer to students to help them perform more complicated tasks. Gargiulo and Bouck, who were
writing on how to use scaffolding for students in special education programs, explain that the
strategy can involve regulating difficulty, providing a variety of contexts for practice, giving
feedback, increasing student responsibility over time and providing opportunities for
independent practice (Gargiulo & Bouck, 2018, p. 193). Gargiulo and Bouck suggest, “This
instructional method begins with what the pupil already knows and attempts to connect new
information with previously learned material. New information is presented in a sequence,
building on the student’s knowledge base” (2018, pp. 192-193).
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Read (2010) proposed a scaffold framework for writing instruction designed to help build
student knowledge about writing in a genre, which is an important foundation for writing
success, with steps that form the acronym IMSCI (2010, p. 48). “The IMSCI model can be used
to guide the teaching (of writing) in any genre in almost any grade,” (Read, 2010, p. 51). This
model helps students first build their understanding of a genre through the inquiry stage, begin to
understand how someone thinks about the process of writing in the genre through observation of
the teacher modeling writing, begin to engage in heavily supported writing through shared
writing with the teacher, begin to reduce supports by writing collaboratively with peers and
finally writing independently with even more reductions in support. I appreciate this model
because it provides a structure for how to scaffold writing and gradually reduce that structure as
student ability expands.
In an experiment testing the IMSCI model in two fourth-grade classrooms Read, LandonHays and Martin-Rivas found evidence that “nearly all” the students in the study used phrases
they were exposed to in the inquiry and modeling stages of the model in their own writing
(2014). “This project using a set of lessons that scaffolded the process of writing persuasive texts
was largely successful” (Read, Landon-Hays & Martin-Rivas, 2014, p. 475).
My own background as a newspaper writer also aligns with these models. I learned to
write first by reading a lot, but as I began to study journalism my approach to reading began to
involve a more conscious inspection of the craft of the texts I read. Over the years I had many
professors, editors and senior reporters who helped apprentice me to the craft of writing and
offered their own approaches and strategies to me as a form of scaffolding, supports which I
needed less and less as my skill developed. I intend to employ both the concept of cognitive
apprenticeships and the specific strategy of scaffolding to my own teaching, particularly in the
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challenging and complex field of writing. The IMSCI model offers me a framework I find useful
as a tool to help me structure my planning of writing lessons to give my students an increasing
amount of independence as their own skill improves.
Social Emotional Learning and Motivation in English Instruction
Most people with experience writing will understand the vulnerability in having others
read their work. Thus, the writing teacher must take great pains to create a classroom
environment that is supportive to students so they can work through the challenges of learning to
write. This task was particularly important in my student teaching context, where many students
have experienced failure in the classroom and traumas in their personal lives. The concepts of
social emotional learning could be a powerful practice to employ to build a classroom in which
students can feel validated and supported as they learn to write. Social emotional learning is a
natural fit for a writing classroom because writing is at its core a very powerful tool for selfexpression and self-empowerment. Writing is a powerful form of catharsis and a class that helps
students learn to express themselves as writers can align fairly naturally with the principles of
social emotional learning.
Gallagher and Kittle, writing from their experience in the classroom, argue that English
teachers should create classrooms where students feel their lives are worthy of study and
reflection (2018, p. 13). “Encouraging them to write builds an investment in school that does not
occur when the only writing done is to answer the teacher’s questions,” (Gallagher & Kittle,
2018, p. 13). They argue that students should be given more opportunities to write about their
own experiences, rather than just respond to teacher questions (Gallagher & Kittle, 2018). As a
former writer I understand deeply that writing that people care about is the writing they invest
their time and energy into. Writing requires an enormous amount of time and effort to master, so
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this perspective emphasizes how important it is to build a space in my classroom where students
want to express themselves because it is intrinsically rewarding to do so.
Bruning and Horn wrote that motivation is especially important in writing instruction
because writing requires significant time and effort to master (2000). They advocate for a fourstep model to foster motivation for students to write: nurturing functional beliefs about writing,
meaning students need to believe writing is useful; fostering student engagement through
authentic writing goals and contexts, such as having students write about things that interest
them; providing a supportive context for writing through techniques like teaching students how
to break down complicated writing tasks and providing feedback on progress towards writing
goals; and creating a positive emotional environment through a fostering a classroom that gives
them safety, choice and support when they are anxious about writing (Bruning & Horn, 2000).
The writers acknowledge that research support is needed to evaluate the effectiveness of this
framework.
Research since Bruning & Horn wrote provides some support for their framework. In a
review of research on self-efficacy and writing, Pajeras, Johnson and Usher wrote that “research
findings have consistently shown that writing self-efficacy and writing performance are related”
(2007, p. 105). In a survey of 1256 students, the authors found that previous success with writing
was the key factor in whether students had high self-efficacy in writing (Pajeras, Johnson and
Usher, 2007). They said that traditional efforts to improve writing self-efficacy involve selfpersuasion, but that their findings support the position that by helping students develop skill and
achieve genuine success, educators can improve student’s sense of self-efficacy (Pajeras,
Johnson and Usher, 2007). They recommend writing workshops as a way to have students learn
to evaluate their own work so they have the self-awareness to recognize their own successes
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(Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007). They also encourage teachers to help students get through
writing anxiety by framing it in terms of gains rather than shortfalls. “In other words, it pays
dividends for a teacher to provide students with feedback focusing on how far they have come
rather than how far they have yet to travel” (Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007, p. 116).
In a meta-analysis of studies on decades of research on social emotional learning (SEL),
Osher et al. found that when properly implemented SEL practices can have positive effects on
student outcomes (2016).
The rapid accumulation of research evidence over the past two decades indicates that
under the right conditions schools can effectively promote the development of SEL skills,
and that SEL is associated with reduced involvement in risktaking behaviors and
increased success in academic and well-being outcomes. (pp. 662-663)
The authors describe SEL as having the goal of promoting positive learning environments that
are supportive, engaging and participatory, fostering the development of cognitive, affective and
behavioral competencies including self-awareness, self-management, social awareness,
relationship skills and responsible decision making (Osher et al., 2016).
My own experiences in the classroom and as a university writing tutor have shown me
how many students have deep anxiety about writing at all levels. The problem was more
pronounced at my student teaching placement, adding relevancy to these findings for me. Given
my experience and teaching context, I believe using the SEL framework and supporting students
using methods intended to increase their self-efficacy will be powerful in helping them become
more motivated writers. If we can offer them a supportive environment to achieve some initial
success, students will ideally begin to feel some self-efficacy as writers, which in turn will foster
their growth as writers and ideally create a virtuous cycle in which their own increasing
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confidence makes writing an activity they want to invest their time in, and in turn increase their
skill.
Theme 3: Evidence-based Writing Instruction Strategies
Although I consider myself an experienced writer, having spent most of a decade writing
hundreds of news stories a year, in this project I have been confronting the question of how I
teach writing to my students. In my research I have identified two general themes: general
practices in writing instruction and using mentor texts in writing instruction. I wanted to explore
foundational works of writing instruction because I am a fundamental believer in the idea that
the cycle of planning, writing and revising is one that helps people improve as writers. I also
think the mindset that writing is a process that can be learned also de-mystifies it somewhat.
Often, I have encountered students who view writing as an innate ability that some people have
and others don’t. However, I believe writing is a skill that can be learned with study and effort
and the writing process model, which I will describe shortly, is a valuable tool to help people
begin to understand the steps involved in crafting effective writing.
I also wanted to explore mentor texts, the practice of using texts as a tool for learning to
write. This is based on my own experience as a writer who learned much of my craft by
examining works of great writers who came before me.
General Research on Writing Instruction
One of the foundational works in the field of process writing was Graves’ work based on
a 1978 to 1980 National Institute of Education study examining writing (2003). Graves described
writing as process involving the steps a writer engages in, including prewriting, drafting,
revising, editing and publishing (2003). However, Graves wrote that this process is not as linear
as those steps might make it appear (2003, p. 221). “When a person writes, so many components
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go into action simultaneously that words fail to portray the real picture” (Graves, 2003, p. 221). I
take Graves’ reluctance to describe writing as a linear process seriously. After all, many writers
may revise a little as they are writing a draft or may free write initially and then go back and add
some structure later, or many other permutations on this process.
Yet, this model is still useful in describing in broad strokes the idea that there are
different stages to the writing process. Introducing new writers to the idea of these stages in a
roughly linear fashion is useful in helping them understand that there are different stages of
writing. In my experience, many new writers often want to write without planning and resist
engaging deeply in the process of revising and editing.
Graham wrote that across five meta-analyses of writing education for which he is lead
author, he and his colleagues have identified that effective writing instruction involves the
following: writing frequently for real and different purposes; supporting students as they write;
teaching the needed writing skills, knowledge, and processes; creating a supportive and
motivating writing environment; and connecting writing, reading, and learning. (2019, p. 288).
Graham wrote that in analyzing 28 studies of surveys of teachers, he found many teachers use
these evidenced-based practices to teach writing, but not all do (2019). A common problem in
writing instruction is that teachers do not devote enough time to teaching writing and the only
audience for the writing is the teacher (Graham, 2019). “Teachers apply the instructional
procedures they are familiar with infrequently, including evidence-based practices and
adaptations for struggling writers.” (Graham, 2019, p. 281). Given the scale of the work of
Graham and his colleagues I take very seriously his critique of writing instruction that isn’t given
sufficient time or a genuine audience.
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A four-year study that involved observing instruction in 260 classrooms across 20
schools in five states, found that many teachers use a variety of evidence-based practices in
writing instruction (Applebee & Langer, 2011). However, Applebee and Langer (2011) wrote
that they found that while writing is often used to support learning, often teachers do not use it in
a way that gives students the opportunity to practice composition:
At the same time, the actual writing that goes on in typical classrooms across the United
States remains dominated by tasks in which the teacher does all the composing, and
students are left only to fill in missing information, whether copying directly from a
teacher's presentation, completing work sheets and chapter summaries, replicating highly
formulaic essay structures keyed to the high-stakes tests they will be taking, or writing
the particular information the teacher is seeking. (p. 26)
In the previous theme I discussed the importance of motivation in writing and linked it to social
and emotional learning. I see a link between Applebee and Langer’s work and the challenges of
motivating student writers. While denying students an opportunity to compose their own writing
will limit their development as independent writers, I believe the types of formulaic writing they
describe will also not be very motivating for student writers.
The scope and scale of these studies, and in the case of Graves, the work’s enduring
impact, suggest that I should devote a considerable amount of time and energy to teaching the
writing process. I also take seriously the finding that students should be given opportunities to
compose their own writing, rather than always following structures given to them by teachers.
This is something that aligns with my own experience as a writer: my writing is a cyclical
process that involves research, planning and revision as critical steps and I very rarely wrote
something following anything like the structure of a traditional academic essay. I also believe
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students should be given the opportunity to write for authentic audiences to help motivate them
as writers.
Mentor Texts
As a writer I often have found that reading the works of other writers has taught me a lot
about how to write. I saw things I liked and imitated them. I think often in academic writing the
(justified) desire to prevent plagiarism keeps students from trying to learn to write like authors
they admire. However, imitating works of great writing is not plagiarism if writers add to and
transform the techniques they see others use. I believe I can empower my students by teaching
them how to study texts and learn from the craft they demonstrate.
In a meta-analysis of 54 studies examining the effects of teaching reading skills on PK-12
student’s performance as writers, Graham et al. found that teaching reading improves writing and
that those performance gains were maintained at a meaningful level over time (2018). “More
specifically, phonological awareness, phonics, and reading comprehension instruction
strengthened students’ writing performance” (Graham et al., 2018, p. 268). Graham and his
colleagues wrote these findings support the theoretical proposition that there is a bidirectional
relationship between reading and writing: “Our findings support the assertion that reading and
reading instruction should be part of a well-balanced writing instructional writing program”
(2018, p. 274).
This research points to a general truth, that reading instruction can improve writing. Ray
offers a more direct application for texts in writing instruction: using texts as a kind of co-teacher
(1999). Ray argues that teachers should help students approach texts as writers and seek to learn
from the craft of the writers they read (1999). Ray, writing from classroom experience,
encourages teachers to have students practice inquiry into texts by having them re-read pieces of
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text they like in order to examine why it worked well, and eventually imitate it (1999, p. 16). Ray
argues that English instruction too often focuses on literature as an abstract, and not something
students can learn to write from (Ray, 1999). “In high school and college, we analyzed the texts
of brilliant (if not mostly dead) writers, but we always did it as an ends by itself. No one ever
said to us, ‘Hey, you could try and write like Robert Frost if you want’” (Ray, 1999, p.11). Ray
also encourages teachers to teach students the vocabulary of writing so they have the language to
describe what they encounter in good writing (1999). As I have mentioned, this approach to
writing is similar to my own approach to writing as a former professional writer.
King, in writing from his experience as a bestselling author, argued that aspiring writers
should master the basics of writing and then read constantly for both enjoyment and as a way to
study the craft of writing (2010). “If you want to be a writer, you must do two things above all
others: read a lot and write a lot” (King, 2010, p. 145). King extends this idea by saying that his
prose is often influenced by what he is reading and if he wants his writing to have certain
qualities he will choose to start reading authors who use that style as a way to influence his
writing to follow their style. King’s perspective is one I find valuable because he writes from the
perspective of someone who has had a very successful career in writing.
The idea of learning to write through reading also aligns to a scaffolding discussed in the
previous section, Read’s IMSCI model (2010). The “I” in the acronym stands for “inquiry,”
which Read describes as a combination of reading and writing instruction in which teachers and
students read works in a genre as a way to prepare to write texts in that same genre. This idea of
inquiry into texts aligns fairly closely with the idea of studying text that Ray and King describe.
Likewise, Collins, Brown and Newman’s model for a cognitive apprenticeship, also
discussed earlier in this project, includes the idea of exploration (1987). Exploration in the case
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of writing instruction naturally includes exploration of writing through reading. In a class where
writing is taught, students should explore works of writing.
Newman (2012) proposed a model that combines the idea of text study for writing linked
to the “funds of knowledge” concept discussed by Moll et al. (1992) and referenced in the first
theme of this chapter. Newman proposes using students’ funds of knowledge as an approach that
can help students from marginalized communities realize they too have experiences worth
writing about. Newman proposes using mentor texts from diverse authors who write with
universal themes and using the texts to help students realize they have unique stories to tell.
“Students’ funds of knowledge serve as a vast treasure trove of writing possibilities for writers of
all ages—and of all backgrounds.” (Newman, 2012, p. 25). Newman also aligns with Ray, King
and Read in emphasizing that students should also examine text as a way for students to study
craft. Her work also lines up with the theme of the importance of diverse authors being featured
in English curriculum, also discussed in theme one of this chapter. This article was one I liked
precisely because it pulled together so many of the themes I had found in my research.
Given the importance of reading to writing instruction, it is important to acknowledge the
importance of highlighting and underlining as a reading comprehension strategy. Buehl (2017)
and Fisher and Frey (2013) both encourage teachers to have students mark texts as they read.
Buehl writes that highlighting and underlining are an efficient way to scaffold reminding
students where to return to when they read a text (2017).“When readers work a text they pull
over frequently for a more intense look, ponder what they are seeing and come back repeatedly
to view the highlights,” (Buehl, 2017, p. 239). Fisher and Frey write that while text marking
strategies are commonly associated with college level instruction, they should actually be taught
at earlier levels (2013). Fisher and Frey contend this improves comprehension (2013):
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Without annotations, students’ discussions, responses to text-dependent questions, and
ability to summarize a text as well as synthesize across texts would be weak. When
students have annotated a text, they’ve thought more deeply about it and they can easily
muster evidence in support of their responses. (p. 52)
The argument that writers learn by reading is another idea that is backed up by my own
personal experience. I was an avid reader in school long before I was recognized as a good writer
and in my professional career as a writer I was often reading as a way to study the craft of other
writers. These sources all explicitly recommend using texts as a way to study the craft of writing
and I am sympathetic to the logic used in these works. I also find the idea of having students use
highlighting, underlining or notes in the margin as a valuable strategy to enhance their study of
texts, per the work of Buehl (2017) and Fisher and Frey (2013).
Conclusion
This literature review covered three central themes: differentiation/culturally responsive
pedagogy, research-based teaching strategies and scaffolding appropriate for English Language
Arts classrooms and strategies and evidence-based practices for writing instruction.
Within my exploration of differentiation and culturally responsive teaching, I concluded
that differentiation and assigning literature representing diverse perspectives were appropriate in
my educational context during this study, an alternative school with a highly diverse student
community and a wide range of existing skill as writers.
As I explored scaffolding in the English Language Arts classroom, I explored the concept
of cognitive apprenticeships (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1987) and the IMSCI framework
(Read, 2010). Through those works I found useful theoretical foundations for writing instruction
that includes exploration of a genre through reading, teachers modeling their thinking and
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scaffolds for writing tasks that are gradually released. I also explored research on SEL practices
and their connection to writing instruction and was compelled by the importance of using SEL
practices in an alternative school, where most students have experienced past academic struggles
and may lack the confidence to engage in writing tasks.
As I explored research-based writing instruction, I explored Graves’ foundational work in
the process approach to writing instruction (2003) and found high-quality studies that suggest
that writing instruction needs a significant amount of time devoted to it (Graham, 2019) and that
students need more opportunities to compose their own work (Applebee & Langer, 2011). I also
found a rich body of work suggesting using mentor texts is an effective writing instruction
strategy and connected this idea to the IMSCI model and the idea of a cognitive apprenticeship
(Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1987). Further, I also connected mentor texts to my readings on the
importance of diverse text selections in my first theme.
As I move into my research there are elements of these findings I believe are worth more
exploration that others. For example, Graves’ model for process-based writing is something I am
confident in my ability to use in the classroom, as I’ve explored this approach in depth as a
writer, as an undergraduate writing tutor and through my experiences as a student teacher. Since
I know this framework so intuitively, I felt I had less room for growth in this area. Other topics,
like devoting sufficient time to writing instruction are settled issues in my classroom. During this
study I was teaching in writing-focused classes and so virtually all of my instructional time was
already devoted to writing instruction. Studying this aspect of teaching might give me little
opportunity for growth, as I had no ability to change that aspect of my teaching during this study.
And other ideas, I find simpler to implement, such as the giving students opportunities to do their
own composition: since I read Applebee and Langer’s (2011) study I’ve had the idea of giving
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students the opportunity to compose independently on my mind almost constantly as I design
writing assignments. Other ideas, like implementing each step of the IMSCI framework in my
lessons I believed was too complicated, given the time limitations in my class and the need to fit
my lessons into the larger curriculum plan of my mentor teacher.
However, there are two areas that I think are both very important in writing instruction
and involve substantial nuance in implementing that I can explore within my current teaching
context: choosing excellent mentor texts and utilizing SEL techniques in my own teaching. As I
begin to examine my own teaching in a comprehensive way, these areas will be my focus. My
use of mentor texts also seemed critical as an area of focus, given that each theme within my
literature review connected to it in some way.
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Chapter III: Research Methods
Introduction and Overview
In this study I have employed an action research methodology aligned to professional
teacher standards and collected data through quick notetaking during teaching, reflective
journaling shortly after teaching, peer commentaries on my text selections and document
analysis of my lesson plans as a means of data collection. In this chapter I will first give an
overview of the principles of action research and the foundation for my inquiry in this project.
Second, I will review decisions I made about what data to collect on my teaching practice and
establish how this data is linked to my goals for self-improvement as a teacher. Third, I will also
explain my educational context as I conducted this study, my data collection practices, how I
attempted to ensure the credibility and trustworthiness of my data and acknowledge the
limitations of this study. Lastly, I will describe the procedures I used as I studied my practice and
discuss the adaptations and adjustments I made to my instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research study was on using the practices of social emotional learning
(SEL) within a writing-focused classroom and how I can support that goal through selecting
appropriate mentor texts. Specifically, I examined how I can create a positive learning
environment that is supportive, engaging and participatory through my own instruction and
selection of mentor texts representing diverse perspectives. Additionally, I considered how
studying my own practice in line with teaching standards could improve my own instruction and
therefore, student learning. My purpose in this study was to understand how I can teach students
the skills that are part of a writer’s toolkit and help inspire them to view themselves as writers.
The research questions for this study were:
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1. How do I create a positive classroom environment for writing that employs SEL
principles? Writing is a powerful act that can change the world and give people an
outlet for their creativity, passion and emotions, yet it is also an intensely vulnerable
act. My findings in Chapter Two suggests that students will learn more about writing
in a positive environment where they feel safe to practice it, so my goal is to learn
how I can create such an environment in my classroom. Osher et al. wrote that one of
the principles of SEL is to create a learning environment that is supportive, engaging
and participatory, as well as teaching students behavioral, affective and cognitive
competencies (2016, p. 646). I will conduct this analysis with notes taken during my
teaching, reflective notes taken shortly after teaching and analysis of my lesson plans
for opportunities for me to support a positive classroom environment and promote
behavioral, affective and cognitive competencies.
2. How can I select mentor texts that promote engagement and support my goals of
using SEL principles in the classroom? As I’ve mentioned, I want to help my students
build identities as writers in addition to learning the skills of a writer. In chapter two I
found that mentor texts are a powerful way to teach writing skills, but I also explored
the idea that texts by diverse authors can help show students that people like them can
write well and have stories worth telling. I see my use of mentor texts as a critical part
of building a positive classroom environment and teaching behavioral, affective and
cognitive competencies like self-efficacy, if I select my texts well. To support this
area of inquiry I asked three of my peers (English Language Arts teachers in my
Masters of Arts in Teaching cohort) to rate and comment on the mentor texts I have
selected to teach with this year. Additionally, in my reflective notes I included a
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question about my use of mentor texts after teaching a lesson in which I used one, so
those notes also provided me data relevant to my exploration of my use of mentor
texts.
INTASC Standards
The Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) publishes a list of
standards for what teachers need to know and be able to do in order to successfully teach K-12
students and prepare them for college and/or careers (Council of Chief State School Officers,
2011). The standards are intended to show what effective teaching and learning look like and
provide a universal model for teacher improvement across subject areas (Council of Chief State
School Officers, 2011). These standards are important because they establish common principles
for effective education that teachers can strive towards (Council of Chief State School Officers,
2011).
I focused my inquiry on Standards Three and Eight. Standard Three addresses creating a
positive learning environment, so it is directly aligned to my research goal of examining my own
use of SEL practices in a writing classroom to create a positive learning environment. The
standard summary stated, “The teacher works with others to create environments that support
individual and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive social interaction, active
engagement in learning, and self-motivation” (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2011, p.
12). Standard Eight concerns instructional strategies, so it aligns nicely with my focus on mentor
texts, which is a specific instructional strategy for writing instruction. The standard summary
stated, “The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage
learners to develop deep understanding of content areas and their connections, and to build skills
to apply knowledge in meaningful ways” (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2011, p. 17).
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Although my study is only focusing on one instructional strategy (mentor texts), it is a critical
one and mastering it now will give me the opportunity to focus more on mastering other
strategies later in my career.
INTASC standards are a valuable resource that gives teachers ideas of universal things
that they should strive towards, regardless of subject area (Council of Chief State School
Officers, 2011). My own research goals should help me be better prepared to meet these
standards in my own classroom.
Methods and Procedures
I designed this study as an action research project because my goal in it was to analyze
my teaching practice and how I use data to inform and improve my own practice in line with the
INTASC standards described above. Given these goals, I needed to choose a research method
that allowed me to focus both on these teacher standards and how I used data collection and
analysis to meet these standards and improve my teaching. I selected action research as my
methodology because it allows me to work towards both of those goals simultaneously.
Gould (2008) describes action research as a type of professional development in which
the teacher is the driving force and chooses to research a topic that is relevant to them, rather
than a top-down process that may not meet the teacher’s needs or interests. “Action research is
based on the assumptions that teachers work best when they themselves identify relevant issues;
teachers are more effective when they examine and assess their own work and then consider
ways of working differently,” (Gould, 2008, p. 6).
Johnson wrote that the goal of action research is for teachers to understand some element
of their classrooms by collecting data about their own practice (2012, p. 61). Johnson emphasizes
that this process is not just about coming to conclusions, but is instead about systematically
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collecting data upon which conclusions can be reached (2012). Johnson suggests thirteen
different possible sources of data for an action research project, including quick notes taken
while teaching and reflective notes taken after teaching, both methods I used in my own data
collection.
In a review of research on action research, Manfra found that action research gives
preservice teachers an opportunity to reflect systematically on their development as teachers.
“Through action research, preservice teachers across the subject areas improved their
(pedagogical content knowledge) as they engaged in reflective inquiry” (Manfra, 2019, p. 182).
Manfra said there is some debate about the validity and generalizability of action research, but
argues that “there is ample evidence to suggest that action research provides teachers and teacher
educators a systematic and intentional approach to changing teaching” (2019, p. 184).
While I understand the critiques Manfra acknowledges, I still think the case for action
research is compelling. I think Gould’s point that action research is closely aligned to my own
needs makes it a valid vehicle for me to improve my own practice as a teacher. Additionally, I
think Johnson’s focus on data collection suggests that action research results are more systematic
than hunches or guesswork. And Manfra wrote that the process of engaging in inquiry is valuable
for teachers and preservice teachers as a way to develop their practice (2019). Even though my
findings may not be very generalizable beyond my own teaching practice (Manfra, 2019, p. 184),
the study was still worthwhile even if I am the only one to benefit from it because improving my
own teaching will have positive benefits for the many students I will teach in my career.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
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action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you
answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following four
characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study: 1) anonymity of students, 2)
comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against themselves
both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were
identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and connected to the
research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different aspects of the topic
could be brought to light (Padak & Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was studying my own
practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data
collection in action research (Padak & Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my
research questions, my attention tuned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my
questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to
my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on how I promote a positive classroom environment
and using mentor texts, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my
practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I
chose to collect are described below:
Quick Notes Taken During Teaching
I collected quick, timestamped notes as I taught focused on recording what I did to
promote engagement and what I did to create a positive learning environment. These notes were
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collected over the eleven weeks of winter term during each lesson I taught. These notes provided
me with both quantitative data, in the form counting how frequently I am taking actions to
promote engagement and offer students support and qualitative data in the form of in-themoment insights I had as a I taught. Since my teaching is the focus of this study, notes I took as I
taught give me some powerful insight into what was happening and should help me understand
how successful I was at employing SEL principles.
Reflective Notes Taken After Teaching
I took reflective notes within two hours of teaching every lesson I taught during the
eleven weeks of winter term. This is primarily a qualitative form of data. I answered a standard
set of questions after each lesson with the intent of understanding what I did well, what I would
change, insights I had, how I tried to promote engagement and what support I gave students.
These notes should help me understand how effective I was at employing SEL principles.
Document Analysis of My Lesson Plans
I analyzed the contents of a unit’s worth of lesson plans taught late in winter term. My
goal in examining this unit was to determine whether I had structured it in a way that allowed
students to achieve genuine successes as they took on more and more challenging writing
assignments. Genuine success in writing builds students’ sense of self-efficacy as writers
(Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007), and I believe teachers should plan for opportunities for their
students to find said success and build up to more challenging tasks after students have had some
initial success in a subject.
Peer Reviews of my Mentor Text Selections
I had three of my classmates in my Masters of Arts in Teaching program who are also
preparing to be English Language Arts teachers read and rate some of my mentor texts. I had
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these colleagues read and rate my six texts, four of which I chose to use in my own teaching and
two of which my cooperating teacher had used in similar units. I included my cooperating
teacher’s texts to give me something to compare the ratings on my text selections to. I asked my
peers to rate these texts on the basis of how effective they thought they were for my learning
target, how engaging they thought the texts would be in my learning context, how aligned they
thought the texts were to the reading level of my learning environment, and how effective they
think the texts would be at inspiring students in my learning context to think of themselves as
writers. My goal with this data collection was to determine whether I picked effective texts for
my learning targets and if my text selections were appropriate for the diversity in my classroom.
One of my questions in this project was whether mentor text selections in this class could support
my goals of using SEL principles in my classroom.
Context of the Study
This study was conducted while I was student teaching at a small alternative high school
in a mid-sized city in Oregon’s Willamette Valley during the COVID-19 pandemic and the
state’s move to comprehensive distance learning. The students who attended this school were
often students who had struggled in traditional schools, so there was a high level of need for
individual support among these students. The school only had four traditional classroom teachers
and a much smaller student population than a traditional comprehensive high school. Each
teacher specialized in different subjects and was essentially a department of one. I taught with
the school’s English Language Arts teacher. However, as an alternative school the school was
also staffed the school with a high ratio of paraprofessional educators (called educational
assistants), who were generally college educated and had significant amounts of practical
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experience supporting students in the classroom and well-established relationships with students,
even if they lacked the training and credentials of a licensed teacher.
As I conducted this study while teaching at an alternative high school, my students were
still considered students at their home high school, so specific demographic information about
the school was not tracked by the state and was not publicly available. However, my observation
was that the school was racially, ethnically, linguistically and culturally diverse. Additionally,
many of the students at the school were from low-income families. I should note additionally that
I observed that many of my students were caring for younger sibling, balancing school with jobs
during a very challenging time economically and many also were struggling to adapt to the
radical shift to online learning that the pandemic forced on education.
Because of the COVID-19 Pandemic, school was being conducted primarily online
during this study. Three-fourths of classes were delivered asynchronously, although each
asynchronous class had a set virtual study hall time in which students can come and get help with
assignments from the teacher of that class and educational assistants with expertise in that
content area. Students were only in one class with live instruction at a time and instruction in that
class was delivered through Zoom, a video conferencing software. Students attended the class
with their “house,” which is a cohort of students and two educational assistants whom were
paired together for an entire school year. The house, including educational assistants, would meet
with a subject teacher for an hour a day, four days a week for nine-weeks (half a semester) and
after the quarter ended the house members rotated to a new subject. My cooperating teacher (CT)
taught a creative writing class for her live instruction. I saw her teach the entire class once before
I began to plan and teach lessons that fit within my CT’s units on writing instruction in this class.
Participants
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I conducted this study as an action research project focused on my own teaching, so the
main participant in the research is myself and the focus is my teaching practices. As I student
taught in a writing classroom and began to research writing instruction I became interested in
how I could apply the ideas I had learned about writing instruction to my own teaching. The
research questions I introduced above emerged naturally from the alignment of my professional
background as a writer, my placement in a school where a creative writing class was my only
opportunity for live instruction and my own interest in researching writing instruction. As the
subject of this study, here is some additional relevant information about my role in the
classroom:
During the study I was technically student teaching half time, or 20 hours a week.
However, given that my cooperating teacher only had 10 hours of student contact time a week
during the study, in practice I have been around for all of her teaching and study halls. I also
spent a significant amount of my other hours as a student teacher developing asynchronous
instructional units through the online learning management platform Canvas. I developed
curriculum for my cooperating teacher’s classes on world literature, American literature and
rhetoric and composition.
I was fortunate that my cooperating teacher always treated me as a partner in her
instruction. Even when she was teaching, I worked with students in her classroom in small group
time and had lots of opportunity for working one-on-one with students during her study halls. I
was encouraged to plan my own curriculum in her live creative writing class and was given wide
latitude to develop months of lessons in her asynchronous courses.
Thus, my student teaching placement was highly irregular because of the pandemic
during this study. I spent significantly more time engaged in planning original curriculum than I
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actually spent having contact with students. Although I applied the principles for writing
instruction and selecting diverse texts to the asynchronous classes I planned, I decided to focus
this project on my own instruction in live classes because my feeling is that this is the area I
needed the most development in because my own opportunities to interact with students were so
constrained by the pandemic. Although instructing students through Zoom is not the same as
teaching in a classroom, I tried to apply principles from in-person instruction to this environment
as best as I could. However, I also looked at this project as an opportunity to try to improve my
classroom teaching through self-inquiry.
How I Studied My Teaching
I studied my teaching over the eleven weeks of winter term in the 2020-2021 school year.
As SEL was at the center of my investigation I tried to center the principles of creating a positive
learning environment as described by Osher, et al. (2016), specifically trying to create a
classroom that is participatory, engaging and supportive and teach my students behavioral,
affective and cognitive competencies, specifically self-efficacy. I tried to embrace these
principles both in the moment as I taught and as I planned lessons. Although I did not use mentor
texts in all my lessons, I did embrace the strategy when I felt it was appropriate and spent a
significant amount of time reading potential mentor texts to use as I taught.
To measure my success in creating a positive learning environment I collected three
forms of data: quick notes as I taught, reflective notes after I taught and analysis of a unit’s worth
of my lesson plans. As creating a classroom that is participatory requires both planning and
execution, I looked to my lesson plans to see what opportunities I created for participation and
my quick notes and reflective notes helped me document how well I executed these plans and
how I found opportunities to be supportive of students as I taught. Creating an engaging
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classroom also requires both planning and execution, so my lesson plans, quick notes and
reflective notes also helped me analyze this dimension of my ability to create a positive learning
environment. However, selecting appropriate mentor texts is also a part of creating an engaging
writing classroom, so the peer analyses of my mentor texts are a source of data that can give me
insight into how effective my selection of mentor texts was during this study. Measuring how
supportive I am relies heavily on my quick notes and reflective notes. However, my lesson plans
also are what created opportunities for me to be supportive of my students and help them develop
self-efficacy, so my lesson plan analysis also helped me measure this element of creating a
positive classroom.
As for mentor texts, my inquiry was intended to help me understand how I could select
texts that support my SEL goals. My literature review suggests selecting texts that reflect the
diversity in my students can be a powerful way to engage students and support their development
of a sense of self-efficacy. To support my inquiry into my use of mentor texts, I asked three of
my MAT peers who are studying to be English language arts teachers to rate six texts on four
dimensions: 1. how effective they believed each text is as a mentor text for a described learning
target; 2. how engaging they believed each text would be for my classroom context; 3. how
aligned they believed each text would be for the reading level of my classroom context; and 4.
how effective they believed each text is at sending the message to students that people like them
can be writers and have stories worth telling. Four of the included texts were ones I chose to use
in my teaching in this timeframe. For comparison, I also added two texts my cooperating teacher
had used as mentor texts in her own teaching. I also gave my peers an open-ended chance to
comment on these six texts to give me some qualitative data to compliment the more quantitative
data they gave me through rating the texts. In my reflective notes, I also included a prompt in my
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questions focused on the effectiveness of my mentor texts. This gave me a way to also measure
how effective these texts were as I instructed.
Credibility
Huang wrote that a common misconception about action research is that it is “sloppy
social science” because it involves practitioners in the research rather than keeping them at a
distance, as is typical in traditional social science research (2010, p. 104). However, Huang
wrote that while the involvement of practitioners makes action research less generalizable, action
research has advantages over traditional social science research because it is much more
actionable (2010). “Unlike conventional social science, its purpose is not primarily or solely to
understand social arrangements, but also to effect desired change as a path to generating
knowledge and empowering stakeholders” (Huang, 2010, p. 93). Huang wrote that quality action
research should be guided by practitioners’ practical needs and should help build capacity for
ongoing change efforts (Huang, 2010, p. 99). Manfra also discussed challenges of
generalizability of action research and wrote that “Successful efforts to change practice through
action research have demonstrated the value of engaging teachers as active participants in
education research” (2019, p. 163).
While one of the limitations of this study is that it is very focused on my own practice
and I am not able to have the detachment and separation from myself that is expected in
traditional social science research. However, this study even as I conducted it provided me with
actionable insights I could immediately apply to my practice, thus meeting Huang’s definition of
good action research (2010).
Further, in an attempt ensure my research has validity, I have used the idea of
triangulation in my data collection. Torrance wrote that triangulation is the use of different data
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sources to create a more complete account of a phenomenon (2012, p. 113). “The assumption is
that different perspectives can be generated, which will give a fuller and more informative
picture of what is going on: Such fuller pictures will be more rounded, nuanced, and valid than
that produced by a single method” (Torrance, 2012, p. 113).
Carter et al. (2014), wrote of a variety of ways to triangulate data, including using
different methods to collect data and collecting data different data sources. In this study I use
three different methods for data collection: 1) note taking, 2) document analysis and 3) peer
reviews. I also use two different sources for my notetaking, quick notes taken during teaching
and reflective notes taken after teaching. By using different sources for my notetaking that are
temporally separated and different methods for collecting data I believe I have created a more
complete and valid picture of my own teaching.
By using this variety of methods and sources I also believe I approach a “confluence of
evidence that breeds credibility” as described by Eisner (1991, p. 110), who wrote of
triangulation as a strategy to increase the validity of qualitative data collection. Eisner (1991)
also wrote that getting opinions of others in the same field is a form of consensual validation,
which I have also used through collecting opinions from my fellow MAT students in their peer
reviews of my texts.
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Chapter IV: Presentation and Discussion of Research Findings
Introduction and Overview
The findings discussed below were collected over the 11 weeks of Winter Term of the
2020-21 school year at Western Oregon University (WOU). During the course of the term I
planned and taught 14 lessons, and I recorded notes during and after all of them. I also collected
some of my lesson plans and had three of my peer English Language Arts teachers in my
Masters of Arts in Teaching cohort to peer review some of my mentor text selections. This data
was gathered to attempt to answer the following research questions: 1) How do I create a positive
classroom environment for writing that employs SEL principles?; and 2) How can I select
mentor texts that promote engagement and support my goals of using SEL principles in the
classroom?
Due to the already complicated nature of teaching online during a pandemic that has
moved instruction online, I elected to not go through the process of seeking Institutional Review
Board approval and parent permissions that would have been required to collect student data. As
such the data is focused on what I did as a teacher and my own impressions about how successful
I was. This data is primarily qualitative, although I do have some quantitative elements.
To analyze this data I employed the Thematic Analysis (TA) methodology as described
by Braun and Clarke (2012). The authors (Braun & Clarke, 2012) describe this method as an
accessible and flexible method for identifying patterns across a qualitative data set:
(Thematic Analysis) is a method for systematically identifying, organizing, and offering
insight into patterns of meaning (themes) across a data set. Through focusing on meaning
across a data set, TA allows the researcher to see and make sense of collective or shared
meanings and experiences. (p. 57)
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The six steps of thematic analysis are familiarizing yourself with the data, generating
initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing potential themes, defining and naming themes, and
producing the report (Braun & Clark, 2012, pp. 60-69).
I followed these steps by printing and binding copies of my data in a notebook and
reading it to familiarize myself with it, rereading it to do initial coding, reviewing the codes to
look for themes emergent in the data, reflecting the on the connection between my initial ideas
for themes and my research questions and then deciding on four themes and then reviewing the
data again to highlight passages relevant to those themes suggested by the data. I am preparing
this publication as the reporting stage of the TA process.
The themes I identified in my data were: 1) successes and challenges in building a
positive classroom environment that is supportive, participatory and engaging; 2) how I
promoted the development of SEL skills in my class; 3) how well-calibrated the challenge level
of my mentor texts were for my classroom; and 4) how time management issues in my classroom
affected my goals of using SEL principles in my writing instruction and use of mentor texts. The
first two themes were ones I anticipated, as I was conscious in my planning and instruction that I
wanted to apply SEL concepts to my practice, and the set of questions I asked in my reflective
notes addressed specific SEL goals I was trying to implement. However, the third and fourth
themes were ones I didn’t anticipate, but were emergent in the data and represent challenges I
had in implementing SEL ideas because of my inexperience as a teacher. While I am dividing
my findings in to these distinct themes, often these ideas appeared interrelated in my data, such
as overly challenging mentor texts creating time management issues and time management issues
impacting my SEL goals. Below, I’ll explore my findings related to each theme in more depth
and then I will discuss the interrelationships between the themes.
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Findings Related to Successes and Challenges in Building Positive Classroom Environment
As I’ve noted in previous chapters, Osher et al. describe SEL as having the goal of
promoting positive learning environments that are supportive, engaging and participatory,
fostering the development of cognitive, affective and behavioral competencies including selfawareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision
making (Osher et al., 2016). Within this theme I focused on the elements of a positive learning
environment as described by these authors, specifically a learning environment that is supportive,
participatory and engaging. All four of my data sources had relevant information for this, but my
most substantial insights were in my reflective notes. I will discuss my findings related to this
theme from each data source below:
Findings from Quick Notes
As I taught these lessons I took timestamped quick notes during the lesson. Because these
notes were taken as I taught, they are not comprehensive. Samples of these quick notes are
included in Appendix D. Instead, they represent details I recorded when I had time, and as I will
discuss later in many lessons I struggled with time management. My observation is that often
these were unfocused in-the-moment details and many of them were not helpful in answering my
research questions. However, I was deliberate about trying to record moments when I gave
students supportive comments and other positive feedback because I knew this was part of
creating a positive classroom environment. Most of these comments are not detailed and
individually offer little insight into my teaching practices. For example, on January 14, 2021, I
recorded this “Positive feedback given to student insights on text.” Within these quick notes, I
tried to record each distinct instance of when I took class time to engage in supportive behaviors
for my students. In most of these instances I gave multiple students positive feedback.
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Table 4.1
Quick notes example
Poetry with
Repetition
Lesson
Time

January 14, 2021
How I promoted Engagement/Participation

10:10
10:15
10:17

Mentioned Taylor Swift Song
Stumbled during Whoosh!

10:23
10:29

Gave students time to write in class, waited
until I had responses before moving on
Answered student question

10:30

Ask if students are stuck. Wait.

10:35
10:36
10:40
10:40
10:50

Asked for questions before small group time
Moved into small groups
Reteach to student
Asked students to share Google Docs with me
Brainstormed with stuck student. Offered tip
for writing poetry as prose, then converting

10:57
11:00

How I Promoted SelfEfficacy

Positive feedback given to
student insight on text
Praise students for writing
done using mentor text
Telling students I want to
read their work when they
finish
Reading each line shared in
forum and commenting on it.

Praised student work
Had students share lines from
poem. Gave positive
feedback.
Note. An example of my quick notes from January 14, 2021 showing instances I engaged in
supportive behaviors in the column on the right.
Modeled excitement for poetic writing

These notes individually offer little insight into my attempts to create a positive learning
environment and be supportive of my students. However, in aggregate, I believe these details
provide some quantitative evidence about how frequently I tried to support my students in their
work in class. I counted the instances I recorded in my quick notes that I was being supportive of
my students, using my judgment and recollection of events to determine what qualified as being
supportive in the notes. Table 4.2 shows the number of times I recorded in my notes that I spent
class time giving students positive feedback or otherwise trying to show supportiveness for them.
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Table 4.2
Supportive behavior over time

Lesson Date

Count of Times Quick Notes
Show Supportive Teacher
Behaviors

January 14, 2021

6

February 16, 2021

4

February 22, 2021

4

February 26, 2021

2

March 2, 2021

3

March 8, 2021

4

March 9, 2021

2

March 11, 2021

3

March 12, 2021

2

March 15, 2021

2

March 16, 2021

4

March 18, 2021

3

March 19, 2021

3

The mean number of times I recorded engaging in supportive behaviors was 3.23 distinct times
per lesson. The lowest number of times I recorded engaging in supportive behaviors was two
distinct times in a lesson. These numbers are also a low estimate for the number of distinct times
that I engaged in supportive behaviors with my students because there were times when I was
giving positive feedback or otherwise engaging in supportive behaviors that I was too busy to
record.
Additionally, these notes show the range of feedback I offered. Looking through the
notes, I observe that the most common things that I praised students for where discussion
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insights and their writing. However, they also note in some occasions that I was showing
“genuine enthusiasm” for student writing and classwork. I also frequently note that I am
addressing students by name, which is also a way to show supportiveness for them.
Findings from Lesson Plans
I included the lesson plan from a four-lesson unit I taught during the course of the study. I
included this unit because it was planned on WOU’s official lesson plan template and as such it
documents not just the activities I had planned, but also the accommodations I made for the
different learning needs in my classroom and some of the theories that underlie my instructional
strategies. These lesson plans show the planning I did to create lessons that were engaging and
offered students opportunities for participation. The lesson plans are included in Appendix B.
In my observation, the lesson plans show that I was attempting to create opportunities for
students to participate in the lessons. Direct instruction time in each lesson is fairly limited and
each lesson included some kind of structured activity designed to get all students to participate in
discussion. Specifically, Lesson One included a Padlet activity; Lesson Two included a
“Whoosh” activity in the Zoom text chat and a Canvas forum discussion; Lesson Three included
a weekly “Closing Circle” discussion with students in which I asked students to share what was
going on in their lives; and Lesson Four included a weekly “Opening Circle” discussion in which
students share about their lives and a writing workshop in which students read and discussed
each other’s work.
Additionally, each of the lessons also included planned time for students to participate in
writing activities in small groups or do other class work. Table 4.3 shows the amount of time in
these 60-minute lesson plans that I devoted to giving students supported writing or work time in
class.
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Table 4.3
Class time spent on student writing or work time

Lesson
Plan

Minutes of
Student
Writing/Work
Time

Percentage of Class
Spent on Student
Writing Time

#1

25

42%

#2

23

38%

#3

35

58%

#4

30

50%

113

47%

Total

Again, later in this chapter I’ll discuss later time management issues I encountered as I
taught, so in practice these lessons may not have featured as much time for student writing as
this, but these numbers show that my intent was to give students significant amounts of time in
class to participate in writing assignments.
The lesson plans also suggest I was deliberate about trying to make lessons engaging.
Some lessons feature mentor texts I selected deliberately to connect with the backgrounds of the
students in my classroom in order to help them better engage in the class. I also reference
sociocultural and motivation theory in these lessons, and the lessons show that despite the
challenges of online learning I was trying various instructional approaches intended to get my
students involved in engaging discussion activities, like a writing workshop in which students
share their work with each other.
Reviewing the lesson plans I see that in each lesson plan I wrote three to five paragraphs
discussing the accommodations I was planning to make to my lessons to allow all of my students
to participate fully in my class, regardless of their learning needs. These accommodations
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include both general strategies for differentiation, such as giving students directions in multiple
ways and including scaffoldings like graphic organizers. These lesson plans also include
strategies intended to meet the needs of specific individual students on Individualized Education
Programs.
Figure 4.1
Example of lesson plan accommodations page

Findings from Peer Reviews of Mentor Texts
I had three of my MAT classmates who are also preparing to be English Language Arts
teachers read some of my mentor text selections and provide me with some of their insights on
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them. I sought out these opinions so I could compare my own opinion of the texts I used with the
perspectives of other people who have experience in the field of writing instruction. I had my
peer reviewers rate texts based on a few prompts and gave them an opportunity to give me openended comments on the texts. I had these peer reviewers read two short stories and three poems I
selected for my lesson plans this term and for comparison included one short story and one poem
my cooperating teacher had used as mentor texts earlier this year (although in my questions and
in the data below, two of the poems, “Dreams” and “Harlem” (Hughes, 2002), are grouped
together because I taught them together because they cover similar themes and display similar
writing techniques). I also gave my reviewers demographic information about my school and
because I talk frequently with my peers about my teaching experience, they also have some
insight into my classroom context. I also shared with these readers the learning targets from the
lessons in which I used these texts. My intent was to get outsider perspectives on these texts, but
I also wanted my peers to be able to consider the specific teaching circumstances and the
learning targets that were unique to me. Appendix C presents the survey and results in full.
One of the prompts I included was deliberately focused on the texts’ effect on
engagement. The prompt said “How engaging do you believe this text would be for the described
learning environment? (1 = not at all engaging, 5 = highly engaging).” The results of these
ratings are presented in Table 4.4, which shows the texts ranked from highest average (mean)
rating in engagement to lowest. These ratings show that my peers believed the texts I selected
were among the most and least engaging in the set. The results surprised me because some of my
favorite texts personally received lower ratings than I expected on this measure. While this does
not mean that students wouldn’t find these texts engaging, it did suggest to me that my personal
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affection for a text does not necessarily mean it will be engaging for students or work as
expected in a classroom.
Table 4.4
Peer review engagement ratings on mentor texts
Reader Reader Reader Average
1
2
3
(mean)

Text Name

Text Author

Instincts

J.T Bushnell

5

5

5

5.00

Dreams and
Harlem

Langston
Hughes

4

5

5

4.67

In Spite of
Everything,
the Stars

Edward Hirsch

5

5

4

4.67

The Moth

Rebecca Fish
Ewan

4

4

5

4.33

Hospitality

Shanaz Habib

4

4

3

3.67

Facing It

Yusef
Komunyakka

3

4

3

3.33

Note. This table shows the ratings readers gave to mentor texts selected by myself and my
cooperating teacher in response to a prompt asking about whether the texts were likely to engage
students in my classroom context. The texts I selected have a white background, while my
cooperating teacher’s texts have an orange background. Texts were rated on a scale of one to
five, with higher ratings meaning the text was more likely to be engaging in my classroom
context. The texts are ranked by average (mean).
I also included a prompt asking my readers to rate the texts on how good a fit they
thought the texts were for the reading levels in my classroom context. That prompt said, “How
aligned is this this text for the reading level of the described classroom environment? (1 = text is
not at all aligned, 5 = text is very well aligned).” The results of those ratings are presented in
Table 4.5, and texts are ranked by the average (mean) rating they received from the readers. This
question is relevant to participation, as a text that is a poor fit for the reading level of my
classroom would not allow all students to participate. Again, these results surprised me because
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some texts I really like were rated lower than I expected, suggesting that what I find interesting
as a reader may not always be what is a good fit for my students.
Table 4.5
Peer review reading level alignment ratings on mentor texts
Average
Reader Reader Reader
1
2
3
(mean)

Text Name

Text Author

"Dreams"
and
"Harlem"

Langston
Hughes

5

5

5

5.00

"Instincts"

J.T Bushnell

5

4

5

4.67

"In Spite of
Everything,
the Stars"

Edward Hirsch

5

5

4

4.67

"The Moth"

Rebecca Fish
Ewan

4

4

5

4.33

"Facing It"

Yusef
Komunyakka

5

4

3

4.00

"Hospitality"

Shanaz Habib

3

4

3

3.33

Note. This table shows the ratings readers gave to mentor texts selected by myself and my
cooperating teacher in response to a prompt asking about whether the texts were aligned to the
reading level in my classroom context. The texts I selected have a white background, while my
cooperating teacher’s texts have an orange background. Texts were rated on a scale of one to
five, with higher ratings meaning the text was better aligned to the classroom context. The texts
are ranked by average (mean).
As I mentioned before, I also gave my readers a chance to make open-ended comments
on the text, and some of the responses related to how effective the texts would be at allowing
students to engage and participate in lessons. The comments show my peers thought two of the
texts I selected, Habib’s “Hospitality” (2015) and Komunyakka’s “Facing It” (1988), were strong
texts, but would likely be a poor fit for my classroom context because of the challenging nature
of these highly complex texts. Contrastingly, the comments on “Instincts” (Bushnell, 2010) and
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the pair of Hughes (2002) poems were that these texts would likely be a better fit for my
classroom context.
Findings from Reflective Notes
My reflective notes, taken immediately after teaching, show that creating a positive
learning environment that is supportive, engaging and participatory was a consistent focus of
mine throughout the period of this study. Samples of these reflective notes are included in
Appendix E. Generally, the notes record moderately favorable impressions of how my planning
decisions and execution of those plans created a positive learning environment, given the
challenges in planning lessons online where generating student participation is so much more
challenging than in a traditional classroom. From the first lesson, on January 14, 2021, I wrote
favorably about my choices for engaging activities and the way I was able to show genuine
enthusiasm for student work. In the March 2, 2021 lesson I wrote that I thought helping students
believe that they could be effective writers was one of my strengths: “I am deliberate about
seeking out opportunities to praise student work. I carefully avoid criticism. My feedback is
focused on improving student work not criticizing the students and I try to be exceptionally
conscientious with my students.” This excerpt is fairly representative of my notes related to this
theme.
As I will explore later in this chapter, one of the emergent themes in my data was that I
had issues with time management in my teaching, both in planning lessons with too many
activities and, to a lesser extent, executing lessons in ways that were inefficient. My analysis of
my reflective notes suggest that three of the fourteen lessons I taught featured major time
management issues, typically due to underestimating how long classroom activities would take. I
defined major time management issues as a time management issue that severely interfered with
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my ability to help my students meet learning targets or interfered with my goals of employing
SEL principles in my lessons. In reviewing my notes I found these time management issues met
these criteria on February 22, 2021, February 26, 2021 and March 9, 2021. In all three cases I
believe these issues interfered with my ability to create a positive learning environment (and in
the March 9, 2021 lesson I believe these issues also prevented me from helping my students meet
my learning targets). My notes on February 22, 2021 provide an example of this situation:
Overall, this lesson was something of a failure. I believe students will need reassurance
and reteaching to be successful. So I realize that a flawed lesson plan, in this case an
overcrowded lesson, can damage my goals, in this case creating a supportive, engaging
and participatory classroom. It re-emphasizes for me that even the intent to be supportive
and plans that give students opportunities for participation are not enough if my lessons
are poorly constructed. Curriculum supports student self-efficacy by giving them
opportunities to be successful, but this lesson may have set up my students for failure.
This passage and others from the lessons in which I had major time management issues are the
only examples in my notes in which I felt like I had struggled to create a positive learning
environment. Generally, my notes were more optimistic about my ability to create a positive
learning environment in lessons in which I didn’t have significant time management issues.
Findings Related to Successes and Challenges in Teaching Students SEL Skills
As I discussed earlier, Osher et al. wrote that in addition to creating a positive learning
environment SEL involves teaching students skills for managing their own emotions, such as
self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision
making (2016). In this analysis, I chose to focus on self-efficacy, a belief in one’s ability to
succeed and included by Osher et al. (2016) as a part of self-awareness. This decision was based
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on Pajeras, Johnson and Usher’s findings that self-efficacy and writing success are related
(2007). As I discussed in Chapter 2, Pajeras, Johnson and Usher found that student writers
achieving genuine success led to increased self-efficacy. As such, in this section I will look for
evidence of how my teaching created opportunities for students to build self-efficacy,
particularly through achieving genuine success.
Findings from Lesson Plans
The lesson plans show an attempt at structuring learning activities so that less challenging
activities are in the beginning and more challenging activities take place later. They also show a
variety of scaffolds being used to help students succeed as they take on more challenging tasks.
This is true both within individual lessons and within the unit as a whole. For example, in lesson
two students begin by identifying sensory language within a piece of writing, proceed to writing
their own sensory language with a mentor sentence as a scaffold and then write sensory language
for a narrative independently. Later, students peer-review each other’s use of sensory language in
lesson four, a more cognitively challenging task than just identifying sensory language. The unit
as a whole also starts with easier, scaffolded tasks, such as identifying the narrative structure
within a text and then proceeds to more challenging tasks, such as writing a story with a
deliberate narrative structure. The lesson plans show at least the intent to give students genuine
success initially before moving on to more challenging writing tasks. The unit plan also includes
a writing workshop, which Pajeras, Johnson and Usher wrote can give students the opportunity
to get peer and teacher feedback that can improve their confidence as writers.
Findings from Peer Reviews of Mentor Texts
As I discussed in my literature review, I strongly agree with the thinkers who have argued
that students need to see people like themselves represented in the literature they are assigned to
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build identities as both readers and writers. I believe having writing role models who look like
my students is important helping in helping my students believe that they too can be effective
and successful at writing tasks. As such, I asked my peer reviewers to rate my texts based on
how effective they believed the texts would be for inspiring students in my classroom context to
believe that they could be writers. The prompt said, “How effective is this text at sending the
message to students that people like them can be writers and have stories worth telling? (1 = not
at all effective, 5 = highly effective).” Table 4.6 shows the results of this question for the texts
discussed before, ranked by the average (mean) rating they received on this question.
Table 4.6
Peer review inspiration ratings on mentor texts
Average
Reader Reader Reader
1
2
3
(mean)

Text Name

Text Author

"Hospitality"

Shanaz Habib

5

5

5

5.00

"In Spite of
Everything,
the Stars"

Edward Hirsch

5

4

4

4.33

"The Moth"

Rebecca Fish
Ewan

4

4

5

4.33

"Dreams"
and
"Harlem"

Langston
Hughes

3

4

5

4.00

"Instincts"

J.T Bushnell

3

4

5

4.00

"Facing It"

Yusef
Komunyakka

3

3

4

3.33

Note. This table shows the ratings readers gave to mentor texts selected by myself and my
cooperating teacher in response to a prompt asking about whether the texts were likely to inspire
students in my classroom context to believe people like them could be writers. The texts I
selected have a white background, while my cooperating teacher’s texts have an orange
background. Texts were rated on a scale of one to five, with higher ratings meaning the text was
better aligned to the classroom context. The texts are ranked by average (mean).
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My peer reviewers were allowed to make open-ended comments on the texts. Reader One
was the only reviewer to address this prompt in the open-ended comment section, and said that
two of my text selections, Bushnell’s “Instincts” (2010) and the Hughes poems (2002), might be
so well written they would intimidate students if I asked them to write like those pieces.
Findings from Reflective Notes
As with the creating a positive learning environment, my reflective notes show that
developing student self-efficacy was a continuous focus for me throughout this term. However,
the notes do show more of a focus on the idea of giving students a chance to build self-efficacy
through achieving genuine success and contain nothing about me deliberately teaching students
about what self-efficacy is, how a sense of self-efficacy can benefit them as writers, nor any
other methods for improving their sense of self-efficacy. Indeed, although I tried to use SEL
ideas as the theoretical foundation for my curriculum planning, I did not include directly
teaching any SEL skills as part of my lessons. The focus in my notes is entirely on the idea of
developing self-efficacy through genuine success, which is consistent with my own memory of
this term: I did not even mention self-efficacy in class during this study. I did briefly address
some SEL skills in opening and closing circle discussions by encouraging things like
metacognitive awareness of study and sleep habits, but again, this also was not planned direct
instruction on the topic.
Findings Related to Challenge Level of Mentor Texts
I used mentor texts in five of the fourteen lessons I taught during the period of this study.
In reviewing my reflective notes, I found that in all but one of those instances I believe the texts I
selected were successful at teaching the majority of students the writing skills I was aiming to
teach. However, in reviewing my mentor text usage, I also found I often struggled with time
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management in lessons in which I used a mentor text. Additionally, in the last lesson of the
study, 3/19/2021, I ultimately abandoned my planned instructional activities in part because I
had selected an overly challenging mentor text that I ultimately didn’t feel I could teach in the
class time I had available. Because I feel successful, in general, in using mentor texts, I believe
it’s worth examining some of the situations in which my use of mentor texts was less successful.
These instances largely correlated with instances in which I used a highly challenging mentor
text.
Findings from Peer Reviews of Mentor Texts
As I wrote earlier in this chapter, I asked my peer reviewers to evaluate whether the texts
I selected were a good fit for the reading level of my classroom context (Table 4.6 shows the
results of ratings for the reviewed texts). As I noted earlier, these reviews suggested two of my
text selections, Habib’s “Hospitality” (2015) and Komunyakka’s “Facing It” (1988) would be
more challenging texts and might function poorly as mentor texts in my classroom.
Findings from Reflective Notes
In reviewing my notes, I found that time management issues were a major challenge in
three of my lessons during this study. Only one of those lessons featured a mentor text, the
March 9, 2021 lesson, the date I taught narrative structure with the text “Hospitality.” I wrote in
these notes that the stream-of-consciousness style of the piece seemed to be more challenging for
my students than I had expected and that challenge level meant I had to devote more time to
helping students to interpret the text than I had expected, which ultimately left my students with
insufficient time to do their own writing. Here’s an excerpt of my reflection on the text:
First of all, I need to acknowledge that I love this text. I found it so wonderful and I
wanted to share it with my students because I thought the cultural perspectives it
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represented would connect with them. Yet, stream-of-consciousness is challenging and
the text, while short, still seemed to take a bit of work to interpret. However, the reason I
selected this text, to discuss narrative structure, is because it could represent multiple
narrative structures. So the ambiguity and challenge may be necessary to explore this
concept with a single text. Alternatively, three texts with more definitive structures could
be used, but that may take even more time. I’m not sure, as much as I love this text,
whether I would use it in this way again. I think for this challenging concept, this is a
decent text, and the cross-cultural elements remain great. However, I may keep my eyes
open for another text to replace this one.
This lesson was my only use of a mentor text that I considered largely unsuccessful. My notes
show some personal growth following this experience: on March 19, 2021, the last day of this
study and the last day of class before my school moved to a hybrid instruction model, I gave up
on my plan to use “Facing It” (Komunyakka, 1988) as a mentor text in favor of giving my
students a classroom orientation and some time to discuss their feelings about the shift away
from comprehensive distance learning, thus prioritizing my students emotional needs over a
rushed use of a highly challenging mentor text.
Conversely, my notes suggest that some of my texts, like “Instincts” (Bushnell, 2010) and
the Hughes poems (2002) were effective as mentor texts and did not cause me to have time
management issues. These texts were all short, have accessible vocabulary and have simple
structures. While the Habib and Komunyakka texts are short and use accessible contemporary
vocabulary the texts themselves have complicated structures and themes that makes them more
challenging to interpret.
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I’ll also note that these notes validate the perspectives that my peer reviewers shared with
me: my peer reviewers rated the Bushnell (2010) and Hughes (2002) texts as more aligned to the
reading level of my classroom, which matches with my experience teaching them as reflected in
these notes. Likewise, the peer reviewers suggested that the Habib text (2015) would be more
challenging for my students, which again matches the experience I had teaching this text.
Findings Related to Time Management
As I’ve noted throughout this chapter, time management was a frequent challenge for me
throughout the period of this study and caused major issues in my teaching on three occasions
during the study. As I have detailed before, these challenges sometimes interfered with my
ability to create a positive classroom environment, teach students SEL skills and mindsets or
help my students meet their learning targets.
Findings from Lesson Plans
In reviewing my lesson plans I believe I was often not allocating enough time for
instructional activities. For example, in Lesson Plan One, I planned about ten minutes to check
students into class at the start of class and introduce the topic for the day, exploring narrative
structures, introduce students to three specific narrative structures and have a brief whole class
discussion about examples of those types of narrative structures. Checking students in for the day
took at least five minutes, which meant I had about five minutes for content delivery and
discussion, which in evaluating these plans seems wildly insufficient. There was a pattern
throughout these lesson plans that I often was overly optimistic about how long activities would
take. In reflecting on these time allocation decisions as I write this, I believe I was often
allocating time based not on how long I thought activities would take. I was instead budgeting
my time based on trying to “fit in” activities. If I didn’t have enough time to do everything,
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everything in. Table 4.7 and Appendix B show lesson plans displaying these trends.
Table 4.7
Lesson plan sample

Note. This shows a page from Lesson Plan One and how little time I devoted to some key
instructional activities.
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In reviewing these lesson plans after teaching them I believe that every lesson in this unit
featured at least two instructional activities that did not have sufficient time allocated for them. I
believe part of this can be explained by how I planned these lessons: I modeled them directly on
lessons my cooperating teacher had taught previously, but selected my own texts and modified
some instructional activities. However, because of changes to instruction as my school tried to
return students to the classroom throughout the school year our instructional time changed. When
I observed my mentor teacher use the lessons that I based these on our class was 90 minutes
long. But when I taught these lessons with a new batch of students later in the year, our class
time had been reduced to just 60 minutes. I believe these lesson plans would work better if I’d
had 90 minutes to teach them. However, in planning these lessons for a 60-minute class I should
have cut some of the instructional activities.
Findings from Reflective Notes
As I’ve previously noted in previous sections, my analysis of my reflective notes shows I
had major time management issues in three of my lessons during this study. Additionally, in
reviewing my reflective notes, I had minor time management issues in five other lessons during
this study. While in these lessons time management did not interfere with my learning targets or
SEL goals, they made me feel rushed or resulted in less student work time than I had planned to
include. Additionally, my notes show that I had to add a lesson to a unit on narrative writing (the
original plan for this unit is shown in the four-lesson plan I’ve discussed throughout this chapter
and is included in Appendix B). I had to add an extra lesson to give students additional writing
time because their writing time had been cut short in previous lessons throughout that unit. This
decision meant I had to cut an instructional day from the following unit.
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As I’ve explored the reasons for these time management issues in my reflective notes I
found two primary causes: inefficiencies in execution that cost me time and failing to budget
enough time for my instructional activities. I’ll discuss these below:
Early in this study my notes highlight some sundry issues that I will collectively call
execution errors: minor losses of time due to my own inexperience and inefficiencies as a
teacher. For example, in some lessons I struggled to set up break out rooms in Zoom. In another,
I tended to hesitate during transitions because I was unaccustomed to being the one that made the
decisions for when to move from one activity to another. Many of these issues vanished as I got
more practice over the course of the study. These issues also don’t account for the majority of
my issues with time management, although small execution errors would occasionally exacerbate
time management issues in a lesson with too many activities. Overall, in reviewing these notes I
don’t think these issues caused the majority of my challenges with time management. However, I
did improve in this dimension throughout the study: one of my major pieces of self-learning
came later in the study, when I began to use slides as a way to present instructions to my
students. Prior to the study I was resistant to using slides because I’ve observed many students
become disengaged during long slide-based lectures. However, I found putting things like
learning targets, texts we were reading and instructions onto slides was a helpful way to keep
myself organized and make my teaching more time-efficient. I discussed this in my reflective
notes on March 18, 2021:
Having slides really helped me stay organized throughout my direct instruction time. As
wary as I am of lecturing off slides, because I have seen it done so poorly, as a limited
tool it is useful; I put the poems I used up more quickly by having them on slides. I didn’t
have to worry about copying and pasting instructions into the chat and I didn’t have to
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check my notes about what was next or count on remembering everything… Power Point
slides shaved a couple minutes off my direct instruction.
Time management issues like this were more prevalent early in the study and faded later in the
study as I became more experienced in practical elements of teaching.
However, the more significant issues with time management were caused by
overplanning. Frequently in my reflective notes I discuss things taking longer than I expected.
On March 16, 2021, the final lesson of a unit that I taught in which time management issues
required me to add another writing day to the unit, I discussed the problems throughout the unit:
I have a lot of growth left to do as an educator. This lesson was the culminating one in
this unit and I’m not completely satisfied with how it went. It’s easy to blame learning
context (alternative school) or the challenges of online teaching. These limitations are
certainly factors. But I also could have been better at adapting as I went along. Possibly, I
could have given my students a writing day after the outlining day and before the sensory
detail day. Possibly I should not have taught narrative structure, as introducing three
different structures in such a short unit may have overcomplicated things. Everything I
tried in this unit seemed like a good idea: exciting, recent texts, a genre of writing that
students experience a lot (narrative) and a strong opportunity to express their own
experiences. Yet, each step took longer and was more complicated to teach than I had
anticipated.
This experience summarizes problems throughout an entire unit and also is fairly representative
of the types of reflections I wrote after other lessons. The unit I discuss in this entry is the same
unit featured in the lesson plans I’ve analyzed throughout this chapter.
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The final two lessons in the study do show some growth on the planning front, in that I
selected easier texts that required less work to interpret and opted not to teach with the
challenging Komunyakka mentor text in my poetry unit in favor of giving my students a lesson
devoted to giving them time to finish the poem they had started in the previous class.
Findings Relating to Interrelationship of Themes
Although my findings are divided into four themes, all of the findings are interwoven
with each other. For example, attempting to help students achieve genuine success so they can
develop self-efficacy overlaps with the goal of creating a positive learning environment. And the
challenge level of my mentor texts often meant I needed to devote more time to instructional
activities, which took time away from the in-class writing which let students experience success.
And time management issues affected all of my goals in the classroom. My reflective notes from
March 9, 2021 show some of the interrelated nature of these issues:
Today I was mixed in my effectiveness at engaging students. The stream-ofconsciousness story was more challenging than I expected and I was not satisfied with
how I got students to engage when I was hoping to have a whole class discussion.
However, I think having a poll was moderately effective because it allowed students to
share thoughts without being judged. And after I spent more time discussing how I
thought about the challenging text, the Padlet activity went much better. Moving forward
I might be more careful to calibrate the challenge level of the text that I am teaching. I
also think having a variety of ways for students to engage was valuable. While no one
activity got me the participation I wanted, in aggregate I was happy with how they
worked. I think my in-the-moment teaching skills for engagement are good, but I need to
be careful in selecting the right texts and activities to engage students… Once again, time
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got away from me in this lesson, which cut short student work time. Conversely having
both activities was helpful, I believe, in giving students enough time to process the story
and begin to understand the narrative structure it used. This may be an example of how in
teaching there are trade-offs that may never allow for everything to go well. I’ll further
note, that I did try to recognize student work on the Padlet and praise student insights.
However, I did in my haste to get back on time cut the student feedback part somewhat,
another example of an imperfect lesson plan impinging on my ability to help students do
something well and experience genuine success, which leads to their improved sense of
self-efficacy.
This passage demonstrates that the themes in my data are all inextricably linked with each other.
In the lessons that worked well my work to create a positive classroom environment supported
students as they developed self-efficacy and students had enough time to interpret the mentor
texts and use them as the inspiration for their own writing, thus meeting my learning targets. In
lessons that didn’t work well an overly challenging mentor text or an overcrowded lesson plan
might interfere with my ability to create a positive learning environment that allows students to
generate self-efficacy through achieving genuine success.
Conclusion
While these findings suggest that I may not always applied SEL principles effectively in
my classroom, I was consistent in my attempts to use SEL principles in my teaching. My data
shows that these principles guided my lesson planning, my text selection and how I interacted
with students. The very fact that I conducted this study and took 76 pages of handwritten notes
on my teaching using SEL principles suggests that these ideas were on my mind frequently
during this study.
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However, these findings suggest that while I was sometimes effective at employing these
principles to my writing instruction, I was not always effective at this. Most notably, I struggled
to properly execute SEL principles when I was rushed in lessons that had too many activities
planned. Sometimes, my lessons were overcrowded because I had to include a lot of activities to
interpret a mentor text that was too challenging for my classroom context. Other times, my
lessons were overcrowded because I estimated how long things would take based on how much
time I hoped they would take, rather than an honest assessment of the realities of my classroom.
Perhaps the line that summarizes my findings is the line I wrote in my reflective notes on March
16, 2021 and quoted previously in this chapter, “I have a lot of growth left to do as an educator.”
I will discuss these findings again in Chapter Five and explore some ideas for my own
next steps as a teacher based on these findings. I will also attempt to use this data, the results of
my literature review and my own personal experiences and philosophical beliefs to synthesize
recommendations for other educators. I will also discuss some of the theoretical limitations of
my results.
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Chapter V: Conclusion
Introduction and Overview
I have won a variety of writing awards for my work as a journalist. In my career as a
newspaper journalist, I published over 2,000 bylined articles totaling hundreds of thousands of
words of news copy. Stories I wrote occasionally were picked up on the Associated Press news
wire and were reprinted in newspapers across the United States. I wrote about crime, traffic
fatalities, natural disasters, elections and issues that were literally of life and death importance. I
write all of that so that when I say I have a high sense of self-efficacy as a writer, the scope and
scale of that is clear.
Yet, when I finished the first draft of this chapter, I felt a sense of near-panic. I was sleep
deprived after being up all night with my days-old son and struggling with balancing student
teaching, my own schoolwork, my part-time job and job hunting. In that moment the draft felt
entirely inadequate, and I couldn’t shake the fear that the future of my career and my family’s
wellbeing all depended on a flimsy piece of writing. I am a seasoned writer and know to my core
that I have a strong ability to take a rough first draft and turn it into a piece of great writing, but I
still felt overwhelmed and defeated in that moment.
I tell this story because I believe it illustrates that if even an experienced writer with
decades of academic and professional writing success can sometimes feel overwhelmed by a
writing challenge, that secondary students surely also face similar emotional challenges in a
writing classroom. This study was aimed at examining how I could support students through
these writing challenges. I set out to answer the following questions: 1) How do I create a
positive classroom environment for writing that employs Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
principles?; and 2) How can I select mentor texts that promote engagement and support my goals
of using SEL principles in the classroom? As I conducted a thematic analysis on data I collected
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during this study, I found that I was consistent in attempting to create a positive learning
environment and structure my lessons so that my students could develop self-efficacy by
achieving genuine success as writers. However, I also found that time management issues
created by over-planning and overly challenging mentor texts occasionally interfered with my
ability to properly implement SEL principles in my classroom. I also found that while I tried to
help my students achieve self-efficacy through genuine success, I did not do any direct
instruction around the concept of self-efficacy. In this chapter I will attempt to answer my
research questions, offer recommendations to other writing teachers based on my findings
discuss the limitations of this study and analyze how this study will affect my future teaching.
How I Can Create a Positive Writing Classroom Environment
My findings suggest I should continue to strive to create a classroom environment that is
supportive, participatory and engaging. During this study, creating a positive learning
environment was a constant concern for me and I was constantly thinking about how I could do
better at creating a classroom that is supportive, engaging and participatory. My findings show
that I should continue to focus on creating a positive learning environment. Creating a positive
learning environment is a goal that is aligned with my teaching philosophy. I believe the core
respect and empathy I have for my students means this goal will be something I continue to
strive towards as a teacher. I also think the idea of developing student self-efficacy through
genuine success is the correct approach in general to teaching a range of subjects. I also believe
helping students find genuine success will help support my goal of creating a positive learning
environment.
However, I also believe that this study has shown that as a novice teacher I am not always
perfect at implementing these lofty ideals, regardless of how important they are to me.
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Sometimes, in my inexperience I made mistakes, like planning more activities in a lesson than
my students and I could realistically do or selecting an overly challenging text. This study has, if
nothing else, made me aware of my own tendency to underestimate how much time activities
will take. Having an awareness of this tendency will allow me to be conscious to be more
realistic about how long things will take and not assume I can do as much as I might want in a
short lesson. It also alerted me that I should probably do further research on how long
instructional activities will take, both through reading research on the subject and possibly
through collecting data focused on time management in my future teaching.
I also am aware that if I truly want to fully implement SEL teaching principles in my
teaching, I should be more deliberate about including in my curriculum the teaching of concepts
like self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible
decision making. The idea of helping students achieve genuine success is a good one, but I also
have come to believe through this study that I should be more direct with my students about
communicating what I am hoping they will learn – and I didn’t do a sufficient job in telling them
my goal was not just teaching them to write, but teaching them to believe in their own ability to
write.
How I Can Select Mentor Texts That Promote Engagement and SEL Goals
In this study, I spent a lot of effort seeking out mentor texts from authors from diverse
backgrounds. I think this was a worthy effort and I found the process of reading widely to seek
out mentor texts from diverse authors was something I found personally enjoyable. This study
suggests to me that not all of the texts that I found are ideal mentor texts. However, I have
continued my journey as a reader of diverse texts and already have new ideas for texts to use as
mentor texts in my future teaching. Now that I understand the concept of using mentor texts, as I
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read that is part of my lens for examining texts, so I should over time build up a bank of texts by
diverse authors I am prepared to use in class.
As I approached selecting mentor texts during this study I was deliberate that the mentor
texts I selected should be very short in length and feature contemporary vocabulary and language
uses. My intent was to select texts that could be interpreted quickly and easily so that students
could focus on studying the craft of the authors and how they can implement those techniques in
their own writing. Once again, my status as a novice teacher hindered me here: I didn’t consider
that texts with complex structures and themes also require ample time to interpret. Through this
study, I have become aware of this blind spot in my evaluation of texts for my classroom.
Recommendations
Based on my experiences over the course of this study, I would recommend other writing
teachers employ SEL principles in their classrooms and select mentor texts that reflect that
backgrounds of their students. Although this study was short, I believe that these choices did
help my students grow as writers and grow in their ability to believe they were capable as
writers. And while my experience and data were fairly limited, my literature review suggests that
these teaching methodologies are backed by both research and theory. Perhaps my biggest
insight on implementing these ideas comes in what not to do: giving students too much work in a
class and choosing overly difficult mentor texts. Based on my own findings, I would encourage
teachers who try to use mentor texts to support their SEL goals to ensure that they include plenty
of time to execute their lessons. Mentor texts are a useful strategy for helping students learn
writing techniques and they are a good scaffolding that supports students in finding genuine
success as writers, but if the teacher doesn’t give students adequate time to interpret the text,
study the craft and structure it uses and begin to write their own text, then this technique may not
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be very effective. I would also more broadly encourage teachers trying to use SEL principles in
their classroom be careful not to overcrowd their lessons with so many activities that the
majority of students cannot find success as writers. This will both damage the positive learning
environment in the classroom and damage student’s sense of self-efficacy.
Limitations
There are two general types of limitations to this study: the first is practical limitations
and the second is theoretical limitations.
The practical limitations to this study mostly center around the fact that this study took
place during the COVID-19 Pandemic and Oregon’s move to comprehensive distance learning. I
taught in a fully online classroom environment using approaches to teaching high school that
were never implemented at this scale before the pandemic. Much of the research I found in this
project was based on a paradigm completely different from the one I encountered in the
classroom.
Additionally, the pandemic limited my ability to collect data: getting permission to
collect student data was prohibitively difficult this year because online learning has made
contacting parents especially challenging. Thus, I made the decision that in these circumstances
collecting student data would be prohibitively difficult and focused entirely on sources of data I
could collect without Institutional Review Board permissions. Given that the majority of the data
was generated by me, is about my teaching and was interpreted by me, this study has an inherent
subjectivity at its core. As I discussed in chapter three, that limitation is not unusual in action
research, but it is undoubtedly a limitation of this study.
Related to this is the theoretical limitations of this study: because it is so intimately
focused on my teaching this study is not very generalizable. This study’s singular focus on my
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own teaching makes it very useful as a self-improvement tool for myself, but these results likely
are not very generalizable for educators outside of my very specific context. However, as I’ve
noted in previous chapters, this is a common limitation of action research projects and the
study’s utility to improving my own practice shows the project achieved its goal, regardless of
how generalizable the results may be more broadly.
Study Implications for my Future Teaching
As the story I told in the opening of this chapter illustrates, writing is a task that is both
intellectually and emotionally challenging, even for experienced writers. In the face of such
challenges, many students may not be inclined to engage in writing without teaching that
addresses both the intellectual and emotional challenges of this task. My findings in this study,
and my own emotional journey in writing it, have affirmed my belief that SEL principles should
underlie my teaching of writing, and probably all of my teaching. This approach to education is
in alignment to my personal teaching philosophy and even though I made novice mistakes in
implementing these ideas in the classroom during this study, I still leave this study feeling
excited about the growth I saw in my students, not just in their skill as writers but in their
confidence in their ability to write. This study ended while the class I was teaching was still
going on, so that I could move to working with a social studies teacher at the same school to
meet my requirements for my social studies credential. So in many ways this study lacks data on
how these approaches to education might have paid off for me in the longer term. However, in
the growth I saw in my students during this study, I do believe SEL principles have the potential
to help my students grow inside and outside the classroom.
But more importantly, through the process of this study I have also learned that I need to
continue my own growth as a teacher. I identified some novice mistakes I made in trying to
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implement SEL principles, specifically overplanning lessons, overoptimistically estimating how
long instructional activities would take and selecting mentor texts that were too challenging to
interpret in the time I had available. Now that I am aware of these issues in my own teaching I
can begin to address them. But in a larger sense, this study has also helped me realize that I
really am a novice teacher and I will make novice mistakes in the classroom. And that awareness
will make me commit to working consciously to continue to examine my own classroom
practices to identify new weaknesses in my teaching that I need to address. Although I began to
teach in-person after this study ended, the majority of my student teaching experience was in
online instruction. As I begin my teaching career and in-person instruction resumes, I will need
to re-learn much of what I have learned and learn many new skills for the first time. Although I
may not commit to the formal process of researching my own teaching practice through an action
research project as I transition into full time teaching, I will continue to use the skills I developed
working on this project: I will review literature related to areas I see a need for growth in, I will
try out new teaching methods and I will collect data about my own progress so I can evaluate
how successful I was.
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Appendix A: My Teaching Mission Statement
1. I will be intentional in my teaching.
2. I will actively seek professional development throughout my career.
3. I will teach students both for the world as it is and the world as it should be.
4. I will work within the system and without to improve conditions for my students.
5. I will nurture potential in all of my students.
6. I promise to be a partner to the parents and families of my students.
7. I promise to create a warm and supportive classroom.
8. I will create opportunities for students to have meaningful experiences learning together
9. I will use teaching strategies to help build my students’ literacy in my content areas
10. I promise to keep an open mind and open heart as I work with my students to help them
not just find personal success in life but to make the world they join a better place.
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Appendix B: Lesson Plans
Lesson Plan 1
Date of Lesson: 03/09/21
Lesson Title/Description: Narrative Structure with Mentor Text
Lesson #
4

1

of

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 Minutes

9-10.W.3 Write
narratives to develop
real or imagined
experiences or events
using effective
technique, wellchosen details, and
well-structured event
sequences

Central Focus: Students will learn
about narrative structure through
reading “Hospitality” by Shahnaz
Habib and prepare an outline and
begin writing a short story.

Learning Targets: Students will
analyze narrative structures and
write using a deliberate narrative
structure they choose.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Students need some basic familiarity with reading and writing narratives.

How I know the students have this:
Earlier in this class we had students write short memoirs based on their own experiences to give
me a tool to assess their existing understanding of narrative.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:

Students will analyze what type of narrative structure is used in a piece of writing. Students will
create an outline for a narrative.

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Teacher will introduce the three narrative structures (chronological, in media res and nonlinear)
and after reading the mentor text will have students discuss which of those apply to the
narrative in the text, both in class and in class discussion on Padlet. Since the text could
arguably represent any of those structures there should be some opportunity for debate. Students
will get to discuss which narrative structure they will use in their own writing in small groups,
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which are facilitated by adults who will coach students on narrative structure. Students will also
apply the concept to their own writing.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson:

We did a brief memoir writing activity earlier this term and I will make connections between
that writing and the memoir students will write as the summative assignment of this unit.

This is a diverse group of students, representing a variety of cultures and religions, so
interacting with people from different backgrounds is a large part of their school experience.
This short story deals with an interaction between two immigrants from different nations in a
restaurant late at night in the United States, so they story deals with themes relevant to the
students’ lived experiences of cross-cultural interactions at a diverse school. It also uses
approachable, contemporary language so students should be able to relate to the text.

The writing students do in this lesson can be about an experience the student had that relates to
the topic of their multi-genre project, which they selected themselves. This means students are
writing about subjects that interest them and they are experts on, which allows them to focus
just on learning and applying writing concepts. It also signals to them that their lived
experiences are valuable and worth writing about.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)

Due to the nature of online learning and my placement at an alternative school, my current class
presents some challenges in planning to meet student needs: this year my school is not
unenrolling any students for not attending. On paper, I have 28 students in class, but in practice
no more than 12 students have actually attended this class at a time and many days I have
around five students. On paper, I have three students on IEPs, but none of them are regularly
attending class and I don’t know any given day which students will show up. To be prepared for
those students IF they show up, I will attempt to make sure all my lessons meet these student’s
needs. Here are the general strategies I will use to differentiate my instruction in this
lesson:

Small group discussion time. The class has four adults to assist students with their learning
(myself, the classroom’s licensed teacher and two paraprofessional educational assistants) and
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as such the class is structured so that a significant amount of class time is devoted to small
group work in which the adults can work with students individually to understand their
individual needs and address confusions. Typically, there are 2-3 students for every adult, so
students get a significant amount of individual support. This small group time allows for adult
group leaders to give all students a high level of individualized support. Additionally, during
small group writing and discussion time I will have students do their writing within Google
Docs and share their document with their small group leader, so they can give the students
feedback in real time. I will typically divide the class up into the same three groups so students
can get to know their small group peers and the adult facilitating student work. Each
educational assistant will lead a group and the classroom teacher and I will lead a group
together so that whomever is teaching can move between all three groups if needed to offer
additional support.

Literacy. I will give all directions for the assignments orally and in writing through Canvas and
the Zoom chat or PowerPoint slides. I will read the texts aloud for the whole class and have the
students read along with me and highlight in their writing notebooks, which have a copy of the
text glued onto pages, as a scaffold for their text comprehension.

Discussion. I will give students multiple opportunities for discussion and co-learning. Students
are invited to participate in the full class discussion (voice or text chat). Students also discuss
the text in a discussion Padlet, giving those anxious about participating in the live discussion
another opportunity to participate. Lastly, students can discuss the concepts as they prepare to
write in small groups with each other or their small group leaders.

Writing: In addition to the story used as a mentor text, I will provide all students with a graphic
organizer that includes separate templates for the three narrative structures we will discuss
(chronological, in media res and nonlinear) to provide them with scaffolding as they write their
narratives. The small group leaders and I will help students brainstorm and fill out these graphic
organizers. Additionally, I have written an example of the same story told using the three
different narrative structures to share with any student who needs additional examples of these
narrative structures.

Addressing specific student needs: I have one student (never attended) with a health
impairment whose IEP requires they be given the opportunity for breaks when needed. If this
student attends I will record in my notes if they leave class and offer them one-on-one support
for any content they missed. If this student leaves during small group work time I will make
sure that the small group leader informs me. I also have a student with a text-based learning
disability who attends rarely. Per the student’s IEP all directions must be given in writing and
orally and I must read texts aloud for this student, which I was already doing for the whole
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class. I will permit the student to use a Spanish-English dictionary at all times. If this student
attends, I will additionally have this student’s group leader ask this student comprehension
questions. Finally, I have one student with a health impairment who has rarely attended class.
This student’s IEP has specific language related to goals for their writing development,
specifically being able to write multi-paragraph responses. I will give that student individual
support in finding natural ways to break their writing into paragraphs if they attend.
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?

The class is conducted via Zoom, so both teachers and students need functional computers and
internet connections. Class also uses a Canvas site for distribution and collection of most class
materials.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
•

Student and teacher computers

•

Student writing notebooks with text printed in it (text is also available on Canvas)

•

Canvas site

•

Graphic Organizer

Time

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with students to
be sure they are engaged in the learning.

Include evidence of student engagement
that you’ll include / watch for to monitor
student learning

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

0:00 I will do opening procedures like
to
attendance, verifying identity of students
10:00 present and giving reminders about due
dates and virtual study hall times.

I will introduce three different narrative
structures: chronological, in media res,
and nonlinear and lead a discussion in
which students share examples of
books/movies/shows/games that use these
narrative structures.

Students check in for the day. Students
share examples of
movies/books/shows/games that utilize the
narrative structures introduced to them.
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to
Independent Application:
25:00
I will read “Hospitality” aloud and have
students highlight along in the text
evidence they see that shows what the
narrative structure of the piece is. Then I
will do a poll to see which structure
students think the piece represents. I’ll ask
students to volunteer to share the reasons
behind their votes to the whole class.
After that, I’ll ask them to reread text
independently. When they finish
rereading, they can share on the class
discussion Padlet why they concluded the
text used one of the narratives.

25:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
30:00
I will model brainstorming an experience
I can turn into a narrative and model
completing a graphic organizer that has
templates for the three structures on it.
30:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
55:00
I will send students to small groups to
begin to work on their own outlines.
Students who finish early can begin to
write their narratives. I will work with
students in my small group to help them
brainstorm and complete their outlines
and support other small group leaders as
they work with their own small groups.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Highlight the text and read along with me.
Participate in class discussion. Reread text.
Post conclusion about what kind of
narrative structure is used in text on Padlet
and include what evidence they based that
conclusion on.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Listen to my modeling of brainstorming
and begin to think about an experience
related to their multi-genre project topic
they could write a short narrative about.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Brainstorm an experience they can write a
short narrative about that relates to their
multi-genre project topic and complete an
outline for the story. If they finish early
they can begin to write their narrative.
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55:00 Closure:
to
60:00
I will have students come back to the
main group and have them turn in their
outline. I’ll ask volunteers to share what
they are/plan to write about. I’ll ask
students to share what narrative structure
they plan to use in the chat as an exit
ticket.
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Closure:

Turn in work. Share narrative ideas and
complete exit ticket.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:

Whole Class Discussion: The poll and whole class discussion will give me an initial insight
into student understanding of narrative structure.
Class Padlet Discussion: I’ll ask all students to share conclusions about what type of narrative
is used in the story and their evidence for it in a Padlet, so even students reluctant to join a
whole class discussion are prompted to participate and add to my understanding of their
learning about narrative structure.
Outline: The outlines students turn in as a part of class will give me a tool to assess how well
they understand the concept of narrative structures by showing me how they employ them as
they plan their own writing.
Narrative Writing: Although not submitted until later, the students narrative writing piece will
further give me evidence of their understanding of narrative structures.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Sociocultural theory: Lesson is modeled on the idea of a cognitive apprenticeship (Collins,
Brown and Newman, 1987). It includes exploration of the concept of narrative structures
through reading a text, articulation and reflection on the text through class and Padlet
discussions, scaffolding in form of the graphic organizer, modeling of using the graphic
organizer by me, and coaching of students by me and the small group leaders during writing
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time.
Motivation theory: Students are writing about topics of their own choice. Choice is highly
motivating (Ormrod, 2016). Class is also structured so that students are finding success in other
types of writing (and gaining self-efficacy as writers) before we began creative writing, which
can be intimidating to students. Genuine success in writing can develop self-efficacy in students
that can improve their motivation to write (Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007).
Writing instruction: This class devotes significant time to developing students as writers and
time is critical in helping students grow as writers (Graham, 2019). This lesson is intended to
give students the knowledge and skill to compose their own writing, which is often neglected in
writing instruction (Applebee & Langer, 2011) Students also understand their work will be
printed and bound at end of quarter and shared with their classmates and providing them an
artifact they can share with people, giving their writing an authentic audience (Graves, 2003).
Literacy: Lesson gives students a chance to mark their texts as they read, which improves
comprehension (Buehl, 2017 and Fisher & Frey, 2013).
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Lesson Plan 2
Date of Lesson: 03/11/21
Lesson Title/Description: Sensory Details in Nonfiction with Mentor Text
Lesson #
4

2

of

Standards: 9-10.W.3
Write narratives to
develop real or
imagined experiences
or events using
effective technique,
well-chosen details,
and well-structured
event sequences

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 Minutes
Central Focus: Students will study the
sensory language used in “Instincts” by
JT Bushnell and use it as mentor text
for students to continue their own short
story writing.

Learning Targets: Students will analyze
the sensory language used in the text
and will be able to write sensory details
that they can use in their own narrative.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Students need some basic familiarity with reading and writing narratives.

How I know the students have this:
In the previous lesson we studied narrative writing and students wrote outlines for a short narrative piece
that helps me understand where they are at in their ability to read and analyze the structure of narrative
writing. Students also did memoir writing in a previous unit.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:

Students will analyze sensory language in a piece of writing. Students create original sensory language in
their own narrative writing, continued from the previous lesson.

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Teacher will remind students of past lessons on sensory language and model using terms for sensory
language in class. Students will discourse on sensory language in Canvas discussion forum. Students will
discourse with group members and group leader about sensory language in their own piece of writing
during small group writing time. Students will apply the idea of sensory language in their own writing.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:

Students were introduced to sensory language in a previous unit and I will make explicit the connection
between that work and this writing. Students are also continuing the writing from the previous lesson and I
will make connections between the learning in lesson one and this lesson.

The text selected for this class is written by a local author and is set in the state in a place some students in
the class may have visited before. The author teaches at the local university so I can also send a message to
students that people in their community can be writers and have stories worth telling. The story itself deals
with themes of family life from the perspective of a teenager, so it should also relate to students’ lived
experiences. Some students in this class are writing about the outdoors in their multi-genre project, so the
outdoor setting of the story should relate to them in particular.

The short story written in this unit is part of a multi-genre writing project in which students choose a subject
important to them to explore in a variety of writing styles which are assembled into a portfolio at the end of
the class. By allowing students to choose any writing topic they are passionate about, they are inherently
bringing in their own expertise as they write.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)

Due to the nature of online learning and my placement at an alternative school, my current class presents
some challenges in planning to meet student needs: this year my school is not unenrolling any students for
not attending. On paper, I have 28 students in class, but in practice no more than 12 students have actually
attended this class at a time. On paper, I have three students on IEPs, but these students are often absent. To
be prepared for those students IF they show up, I will attempt to make sure all my lessons meet these
student’s needs. Here are the general strategies I use to differentiate my instruction in this lesson:

Small group supported work time. The class has four adults to support students during small group work
time (the classroom’s licensed teacher, the student teacher and two paraprofessional educational assistants).
This allows for adult group leaders to give all students a high level of individualized support, so a
significant portion of the class is structured to take advantage of this (small groups typically have three to
four students for every one adult). I will work with one small group myself and give the small group leaders
instructions on how to assist students I believe will need additional assistance. The classroom teacher and I
will share one of the three small groups so I can give assistance to any of the small group leaders who might
need help in supporting a student with a more complicated concept. Additionally, during small group
writing and discussion time I will have students do their writing within Google Docs and share their
document with their small group leader, so they can give the students feedback in real time.
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Literacy Supports: I will give all instructions to that student orally and in writing through Canvas and the
Zoom chat or lecture slides. I will read the text aloud for the whole class and have the students read along
with me and highlight/underline in their writing notebooks, which have a copy of the text glued onto pages
in them. Reading the text aloud should help students focus on the concepts of the writing. I will provide any
struggling student a sensory language graphic organizer to help them generate ideas for writing sensory
language related to the five senses. The story selected is very engaging and is fairly literal, to aid students
who have difficulty with more abstract works.

Writing Scaffolds: We are using a short story as a mentor text, so students have a model for what they are
asked to accomplish. I will model writing using a mentor sentence as an inspiration. Small group leaders
can help students use the organizers (sensory language charts) to generate ideas for sensory language to
include in their nonfiction narrative.

Addressing specific student needs: I have one student (never attended) with a health impairment whose
IEP requires they be given the opportunity for breaks when needed. If this student attends I will record in
my notes if they leave class and offer them one-on-one support for any content they missed (I will also ask
this student’s small group leader to tell me if they leave during small group time). I also have a student with
a text-based learning disability. Per the student’s IEP all directions must be given in writing and orally and I
must read texts aloud for this student, which I was already doing for the whole class. I will permit the
student to use a Spanish-English dictionary at all times. If this student attends, I will additionally have this
student’s small group leader ask this student questions to make sure they understood the text and
assignments. Finally, I have one student with a health impairment who does attend. This student’s IEP has
specific language related to goals for their writing development, specifically being able to write multiparagraph responses. I will check in to see how the student did with paragraph writing in their initial draft
started in the previous class and give that student individual support in finding natural ways to break their
writing into paragraphs if needed. I will also have that student’s small group leader give them advice and
support in practicing multi-paragraph writing.

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?

The class is conducted via zoom, so both teachers and students need functional computers and internet
connections. Class also uses a Canvas site for distribution and collection of most class materials.
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
•

Student and teacher computers

•

Student writing notebooks with text printed in it

•

Canvas site
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Sensory Language Graphic Organizer

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
Include evidence of student engagement that
observe and check with students to be sure they you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
are engaged in the learning.
learning
Time

Motivation/Hook:

0:00 I will do opening procedures like attendance,
to
verifying identity of students present and giving
10:00 reminders about due dates and virtual study hall
times.

Motivation/Hook:

Students check in for the day. Students read
along with me in their writing notebooks and
underline the examples of sensory language they
identify.

I will then read “Instinct” aloud and have
students underline examples of sensory
language in the short story.
10:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
17:00
I will give the students time to reread the text
and look for sensory language. Then I’ll ask
students to share examples of sensory details
they identified in the short story in a “Whoosh”
activity (students all share their examples in the
Zoom text chat at the same time, so answers all
“whoosh” in at the same time). I will ask
students to explain how this exemplifies the
idea of sensory language.

17:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
32:00
I will model picking a line of sensory language
from the text and rewriting it so that it can fit in
my narrative writing. I will have students pick a

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Share sensory language they identified by chat in
the “Woosh” activity and explain how their
example shows what sensory language is in class
discussion, either on voice or in text.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Listen to my modeling of using a line from the
mentor text then work on a rewrite of a line of
their own choosing so that it fits into their
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line they like from the text and rewrite it to be
about their own topic. When they finish I will
have them post it to the class Canvas discussion
forum. To encourage participation, I’ll watch
for the forum posts and acknowledge them as
the come in and give students encouraging
feedback.
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narrative. When they finish the line they share it
on the class discussion forum.

Students who finish early can continue to work
on their short narrative from lesson one.

I’ll ask students who finish early to continue
writing their narrative and focus on adding lots
of sensory detail.
32:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
55:00
I will break students up into small groups to
work on their narratives and encourage them to
include the line they wrote and additional
sensory language. I will work with my own
small group and support the other group leaders
as they work with their students.
55:00 Closure:
to
60:00
I will have students come back to the main
group and have them turn in their first draft if
they are ready. I’ll ask students to share their
favorite line from their narrative in the chat as
an exit ticket.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Continue their writing started in lesson one.

Closure:

Turn in work. Share work in text or voice chat if
they want to.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:

Class Forum Discussion: Having students share examples of sensory language they liked and how they
rewrote it to fit into their narrative will give me a chance to assess their understanding of using sensory
language in writing.

Google Doc Writing: Students will be tasked with writing in Google Docs and sharing their work with
their small group leader. I can monitor students in my own small group directly and have my small group
leaders alert me if they have students who seem to have a misunderstanding or trouble getting started.
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Narrative First Draft: Students are supposed to use lots of sensory language in the first draft of their
writing, so I can assess how well they understood the concept through this writing.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Sociocultural theory: Lesson is modeled on the idea of a cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown and
Newman, 1987). It includes exploration of the concept of sensory language through reading a text,
articulation and reflection on the text through class discussion, scaffolding in form of a mentor text and an
optional sensory language chart, modeling of using mentor text for inspiration by teacher, and coaching of
students by small group leaders during writing time.
Motivation theory: Students are writing about topics of their own choice. Choice is highly motivating
(Ormrod, 2016). Class is also structured so that students are finding success in other types of writing (and
gaining self-efficacy as writers) before we began creative writing, which can be intimidating to students.
Genuine success in writing can develop self-efficacy in students that can improve their motivation to write
(Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007).
Writing instruction: This class devotes significant time to developing students as writers, which is critical
in helping students find success (Graham, 2019). This lesson is intended to give students the knowledge and
skill to compose their own writing, which is often neglected in writing instruction (Applebee & Langer,
2011) Students also understand their work will be printed and bound at end of quarter and shared with their
classmates and providing them an artifact they can share with people, giving their writing an authentic
audience (Graves, 2003).
Literacy: Lesson gives students a chance to mark their texts as they read, which improves comprehension
(Buehl, 2017 and Fisher & Frey, 2013).
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Lesson Plan 3
Date of Lesson: 03/12/21
Lesson Title/Description: Narrative Writing Work Session
Lesson # 3 of 4
Standards: 9-10.W.3
Write narratives to
develop real or
imagined experiences
or events using
effective technique,
well-chosen details,
and well-structured
event sequences

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes
Central Focus: Students will synthesize
their learning from the previous two
lessons as they work to write a
nonfiction narrative inspired by the
mentor texts from those lessons.

Learning Targets: Students will
understand the importance of
dedicating sufficient time to their
writing.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Students need to understand narratives, narrative structures and sensory language.

How I know the students have this:
A previous unit and the previous two lessons introduced these concepts and I will reteach them as needed in
small groups.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:

Students will write a narrative using a deliberate structure and sensory details.

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Students will discourse with teacher and small group leaders about their writing as they work.

Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:

This lesson is intended to build on student’s learning from the previous two units and give them time to
really create something new with the writing tools they have learned.
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The narrative writing in this unit is about students’ personal experience and is related to a topic of their
choosing. The piece will be used as a part of a multi-genre writing project in which students choose a
subject important to them to explore in a variety of writing styles which are assembled into a portfolio at the
end of the class. By allowing students to write about their own interests and experiences they will be more
motivated and will be able to focus on mastering the craft of writing.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)

This lesson was added to my plan in recognition that this class has needed more in-class time for writing
than my previous cohorts did, so in a way this entire lesson was added in response to student needs I
identified.

Due to the nature of online learning and my placement at an alternative school, my current class presents
some challenges in planning to meet student needs: this year my school is not unenrolling any students for
not attending. On paper, I have 28 students in class, but in practice no more than 12 students have attended
this class at a time. On paper, I have three students on IEPs, but these students rarely attend. To be prepared
for those students IF they show up, I will attempt to make sure all my lessons meet these student’s needs.
Here are the general strategies I use to differentiate my instruction in this lesson:

Small group work time. The class has four adults to support students during small group work time (the
classroom’s licensed teacher, the student teacher and two paraprofessional educational assistants). This
allows for adult group leaders to give all students a high level of individualized support. I will give the
small group leaders instructions on how to assist students with specific learning needs. I will also move
between small groups to address specific student needs as they arise.

Feedback: Students are tasked with doing their writing in a Google Document which they share with their
small group leader. This allows small group leaders to monitor student progress, quickly identify
misunderstandings and respond one-on-one with students.

Addressing specific student needs: I have one student (never attended) with a health impairment whose
IEP requires they be given the opportunity for breaks when needed. If this student attends I will record in
my notes if they leave class and offer them one-on-one support for any content they missed. If this student
leaves during small group work time I will make sure that the small group leader informs me. I also have a
student with a text-based learning disability. Per the student’s IEP all directions must be given in writing
and orally and I must read texts aloud for this student, which I was already doing for the whole class. I will
permit the student to use a Spanish-English dictionary at all times. If this student attends, I will additionally
have this student’s small group leader ask this student questions to make sure they understood the text and
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assignments. Finally, I have second student with a health impairment who rarely attends class. This
student’s IEP has specific language related to goals for their writing development, specifically being able to
write multi-paragraph responses. I will review the student’s draft and give them specific instruction if they
are still struggling to break their writing up into separate paragraphs.
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?

The class is conducted via zoom, so both teachers and students need functional computers and internet
connections. Class also uses a Canvas site for distribution and collection of most class materials.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
•
•
•

Student and teacher computers
Canvas site
Google Docs
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
Include evidence of student engagement that
observe and check with students to be sure they you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
are engaged in the learning.
learning
Time
0:00
to
5:00

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

I will do opening procedures like attendance,
verifying identity of students present and giving
reminders about due dates and virtual study hall
times.

Check in for the day. Answer questions in
closing circle.

5:00 Teaching OR Group OR
to
Independent Application:
20:00
I will break us into small groups and have
students do our weekly closing circle check-in
activity (answering questions about their
wellbeing, an activity all classes in the schools
are required to do on Fridays).

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Students will answer questions about their week
in small groups.
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Independent Application:
55:00
I will briefly bring students back to the whole
group, tell them they have the rest of the class
period for writing and revision, take questions
then send them back to their small groups to
continue their work.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Students work on writing their papers and reach
out to me or their small group leader if they get
stuck.

I will have students write in a Google Doc they
share with their small group leader so that we
can follow along with them as they write. Small
group leaders will monitor student progress,
coach students if they get stuck, give feedback
and raise issues to me if a student has a
question/problem they cannot solve.

I will work with the group I share with the
classroom teacher and move to the other groups
periodically to check in on the other students.

55:00 Closure:
to
I will show students how they can turn in their
60:00
writing when they are finished. I will ask
students to share their favorite line from their
paper as an exit ticket.

Closure:
Students submit work if ready and share lines
they like from their own writing.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Google Doc Writing: Students will be tasked with writing in Google Docs and sharing their work with
their small group leader. I can monitor students in my own small group directly and have my small group
leaders alert me if they have students who seem to have a misunderstanding.
Narrative First Draft: Students are supposed to use lots of sensory language and a deliberate narrative
structure in the first draft of their writing, so I can assess how well they understood the concepts through
this writing.
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Sociocultural theory: Lesson is intended to provide students opportunities to discuss their writing with
their small group leaders, a form of reflection and articulation that are part of the cognitive apprenticeship
described by Collins, Brown and Newman (1987). Students also get individual coaching from adult leaders.
Motivation theory: The workshop is intended to give students enough time in class to write a solid draft
and accomplishing that will be celebrated as a genuine success to increase student’s sense of self-efficacy,
which in turn will increase their motivation to write (Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007).
Writing instruction: Students learn about the process of writing, described by Graves (2003), this lesson:
specifically, the importance of taking enough time in the writing stage. The lesson also helps prepare
students to publish their work in their portfolio and later in a class collection that is printed and shared with
students and staff.
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Lesson Plan 4
Date of Lesson: 03/15/21
Lesson Title/Description: Narrative Writing Revision Through Writing Workshop
Lesson # 4
4

of

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 60 minutes

Standards: 9-10.W.1f
Develop and
strengthen writing as
needed by revising,
editing, rewriting, or
trying a new
approach, focusing on
addressing what is
most significant for a
specific purpose and
audience.

Central Focus: Students will share
the narrative writing from the last
three lessons in a writing
workshop and revise it based on
feedback they get.

Learning Targets: Students will
understand the revision stage of
the writing process and be able to
revise and improve their writing
based on feedback.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Students need some basic familiarity with writing workshops and the writing/revising process.

How I know the students have this:
This class has been centered on the writing process and we’ve done writing workshops in a prior
unit.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:

Students will understand the revision process. Students will revise and improve their writing.

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Students will discourse through a writing workshop. Students will revise and improve their
writing with the support and coaching of their small group leader.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:

This class has an ongoing focus on the revision stage of the writing process, and we have used
writing workshops before. I will remind students of this to activate their knowledge.

The narrative writing in this unit is about students’ personal experience and is related to a topic
of their choosing. The piece will be used as a part of a multi-genre writing project in which
students choose a subject important to them to explore in a variety of writing styles, which are
assembled into a portfolio at the end of the class. By allowing students to write about their own
interests and experiences they will be more motivated and will be able to focus on mastering the
craft of writing.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural
diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)

Due to the nature of online learning and my placement at an alternative school, my current class
presents some challenges in planning to meet student needs: this year my school is not
unenrolling any students for not attending. On paper, I have 28 students in class, but in practice
no more than 12 students have actually attended this class at a time. On paper, I have three
students on IEPs, but they often do not attend. To be prepared for those students IF they show
up, I will attempt to make sure all my lessons meet these student’s needs. Here are the general
strategies I use to differentiate my instruction in this lesson:

Small group work time. The class has four adults to support students during writing workshops
and small group work time (the classroom’s licensed teacher, the student teacher and two
paraprofessional educational assistants). This allows for adult group leaders to give all students a
high level of individualized support. I will give the small group leaders instructions on how to
assist students with specific learning needs.

Discussion: We have writing workshops that are facilitated by the adult educators, but give
students the opportunity for peer discussion and support. Writing is shared with all students
through Canvas so that students can all read each others’ work and offer feedback and advice.
With an adult to facilitate these conversations they should be respectful and students can help
their peers improve, whatever the state of their writing. Students read their work aloud in turn
and then the peers are provided sentence stems as a scaffolding to guide them to give them
productive feedback.
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Addressing specific student needs: I have one student (never attended) with a health
impairment whose IEP requires they be given the opportunity for breaks when needed. If this
student attends I will record in my notes if they leave class and offer them one-on-one support
for any content they missed. If this student leaves during small group work time I will make sure
that the small group leader informs me. I also have a student with a text-based learning disability.
Per the student’s IEP all directions must be given in writing and orally and I must read texts
aloud for this student, which I was already doing for the whole class. I will permit the student to
use a Spanish-English dictionary at all times. If this student attends, I will additionally have this
student’s small group leader ask this student questions to make sure they understood the text and
assignments. Finally, I have one student with a health impairment who does attend class rarely.
This student’s IEP has specific language related to goals for their writing development,
specifically being able to write multi-paragraph responses. I will review the student’s draft and
give them specific instruction if they are still struggling to break their writing up into separate
paragraphs.
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?

The class is conducted via zoom, so both teachers and students need functional computers and
internet connections. Class also uses a Canvas site for distribution and collection of most class
materials.

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
•
•
•

Student and teacher computers
Canvas site
Google Docs
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…

Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll Include evidence of student engagement
observe and check with students to be sure that you’ll include / watch for to monitor
they are engaged in the learning.
student learning
Time
0:00
to
5:00

Motivation/Hook:

Motivation/Hook:

I will do opening procedures like
attendance, verifying identity of students
present and giving reminders about due
dates and virtual study hall times.

Check in for the day.
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5:00
to
20:00

I will break the class up into small groups
for weekly opening circle, an informal
check-in with students that all classes in
the school are required to do on Mondays.

Answer questions about their wellbeing in
small groups.

20:00
to
25:00

Teaching OR Group OR

Teaching OR Group OR

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will refresh students on the writing
workshop process by bringing in an
imperfect sample of writing to read to the
class. I’ll ask my cooperating teacher to
give me feedback using the following
sentence stems:

Listen to the modeling of the writing
workshop process. Offer suggestions for
improving the flawed draft if they want.

•

25:00
to
55:00

I notice this uses _________
narrative structure. The effect this
had on me as a reader is....
• I noticed this sensory detail....
• I wondered about...
• I like/loved....
Teaching OR Group OR

Teaching OR Group OR

Independent Application:

Independent Application:

I will break students up into small groups
to have writing workshops and to begin to
revise their writing. The small group
leaders will facilitate the writing
workshops, making sure that everyone
participates and the conversations are
productive. I will work with my own small
group and support other adult leaders as
they assist students individually with their
revisions.

Students participate in writing workshops
as both readers and give their peers
feedback. When they finish, they work on
revisions independently based on feedback
they got in writing from teacher and from
peers in writing workshops. Students ask
questions of adult leaders if they need
help.
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I’ll ask students to use the following
sentence stems mentioned in the previous
step.
I’ll also have students share their thoughts
on a discussion forum to give students
written feedback on their writing and to
allow students not present for the lesson a
way to participate.
55:00
to
60:00

Closure:

Closure:

Teacher brings students back to main group Give each other shout outs. Turn in work if
and asks for students to give peers “shout
it is ready.
outs” for things they did well. Ask students
to spend time revising based on their
feedback and then turn in their revised
writing.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning
collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Narrative Final Draft: Submission of revised narrative writing piece that serves as the
summative assessment of this unit.
Writing
Workshop Forum: Students share their feedback in person and in a Canvas forum. The forum
will give me insights into student understanding based on the way they use academic vocabulary
and discuss the literary devices used in this lesson.

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Sociocultural theory: Lesson is intended to provide students opportunities to discuss their
writing with their peers, a form of reflection and articulation that are part of the cognitive
apprenticeship described by Collins, Brown and Newman (1987). Students also get individual
coaching from adult leaders, see teachers model the writing workshop process and have
scaffolding in the form of sentence stems.
Motivation theory: The workshop is structured so that students recognize their peer’s successes
as writers and this experience of success can lead to increased self-efficacy as writers, which in
turn will increase their motivation to write (Pajeras, Johnson and Usher, 2007).
Writing instruction: Students learn about the process of writing, described by Graves (2003),
this lesson: specifically, the critical importance of revising work. The lesson also helps prepare
students to publish their work in their portfolio and later in a class collection that is printed and
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Appendix C: Survey Questions and Results
Background Given to Respondents:
Course context
These texts are the texts that I plan to use in the creative writing unit of a writing class at an
alternative high school. The class includes many mini-lessons on different writing techniques
and writing styles. Through the nine-week course students explore a topic of their own choosing
through a variety of writing styles (informational, nonfiction narrative, poetry and others).
Lesson Procedures
The lessons using these texts generally feature an introduction to the concept the piece models, a
reading of the text aloud in class by myself while students read along in a print copy of the text
they can mark as they read, a discussion of the text in class, a discussion of the text over a forum
and writing time in which students practice imitating the style/form/techniques displayed in the
mentor text.
School demographics
Students at this alternative school are still considered enrolled at their home high school by the
district, so specific demographics for this school are not public. However, according to the
Oregon Department of Education, in the district as a whole 67 percent of students are White, 17
percent of students are Hispanic/Latinx, 8 percent are multiracial, 6 percent are Asian, 1 percent
are American Indian/Alaska Native, 1 percent are Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and 1
percent are Black/African American. The students in this school are generally there because they
struggled in a traditional comprehensive high school. Many students joined the school as
upperclassmen and are behind on credits for graduation.
Results for “Hospitality” by Shanaz Habib
Learning Target: Students will understand narrative structures and write using a deliberate
narrative structure they choose. https://brevitymag.com/nonfiction/hospitality
Figure C.1
Peer review for “Hospitality” effectiveness rating
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Figure C.2
Peer review for “Hospitality” engagement rating

Figure C.3
Peer review for “Hospitality” alignment rating
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Figure C.4
Peer review for “Hospitality” inspiration rating

Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target.2 responses
I wonder if the structure of the text would be overwhelming for some kids.
This is a *beautiful* text. I worry, of course, that the students wouldn't get it, or wouldn't get
it without a lot of help. As an unconventional text, it is exciting, and could let students know
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that it is (sometimes) okay to break all of the rules. On the other hand, it would not be a good
model for teaching "the rules"! :-)
Results for “Instincts” by JT Bushnell
Learning Target: Students will identify the sensory language used in the text and will be able
to write sensory details that they can use in their own narrative.
https://brevitymag.com/nonfiction/instincts/
Figure C.5
Peer review for “Instincts” effectiveness rating

Figure C.6
Peer review for “Instincts” engagement rating
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Figure C.7
Peer review for “Instincts” alignment rating

Figure C.8
Peer review for “Instincts” inspiration rating
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Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target. (2 responses)
I think using a local author really adds a layer of connection.
Very relatable for kids and I like the imagery used!
Damn. That is a good story. Brilliant for imagery. Points off on the last question because
honestly, that story is intimidating. "You want me to write something like *that*? It's *too*
good."
Results for “The Moth” by Rebecca Fish Ewan
Learning Target: Students will identify the sensory language used in the text and will be able
to write sensory details that they can use in their own narrative.
https://brevitymag.com/nonfiction/the-moth/
Figure C.9
Peer review for “The Moth” effectiveness rating
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Figure C.10
Peer review for “The Moth” engagement rating

Figure C.11
Peer review for “The Moth” alignment rating
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Figure C.12
Peer review for “The Moth” inspiration rating

Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target. (2 responses)
Great choice!
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Honestly, I had to re-start this one a couple of times. Partially, reading this immediately after
the dog story, it simply feels not as strong. It's an *easier* text, and that might also make it
more accessible for some students.
Results for “Dreams” and “Harlem” by Langston Hughes
Learning Target: Students will compare examples of figurative language used in writing and
will be able to write a poem using figurative language.
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/150995/dreams-5d767850da976
AND
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46548/harlem
Figure C.13
Peer review for “Dreams” and “Harlem” effectiveness rating

Figure C.14
Peer review for “Dreams” and “Harlem” engagement rating
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Figure C.15
Peer review for “Dreams” and “Harlem” alignment rating

Figure C.16
Peer review for “Dreams” and “Harlem” inspiration rating
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Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target. (2 responses)
Both of these are great. We used Harlem last quarter and students were able to analyze it
pretty well!
How do you *not* teach these two poems? Of course, the imagery is brilliant. I don't think I
entirely understood them when I was in high school (as a white male). Points off again on the
last one, because how does any new writer compare to Langston Hughes?
Results for “In Spite of Everything, the Stars” by Edward Hirsch
Learning Target: Students will compare examples of figurative language used in writing and
will be able to write a poem using figurative language.
https://wordsfortheyear.com/2015/06/28/in-spite-of-everything-the-stars-by-edward-hirsch/
Figure C.17
Peer review for “In Spite of Everything, the Stars” effectiveness rating
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Figure C.18
Peer review for “In Spite of Everything, the Stars” engaging rating

Figure C.19
Peer review for “In Spite of Everything, the Stars” alignment rating
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Figure C.20
Peer review for “In Spite of Everything, the Stars” inspiration rating

Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target. (1 response)
This one really made me stop and think. I like it. The metaphors are unconventional, and I
think that makes it more accessible, more, "I could do that!" if I thought of something wacky.
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Results for “Facing It” by Yusef Komunyakka
Learning Target: Students will understand extended metaphor and be able to write a poem with
an extended metaphor.
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47867/facing-it
Figure C.21
Peer review for “Facing It” effectiveness rating

Figure C.22
Peer review for “Facing It” engagement rating
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Figure C.23
Peer review for “Facing It” alignment rating

Figure C.24
Peer review for “Facing It” inspiration rating
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Please share any other thoughts you have on the text and its use as a mentor text for the
described learning target. (1 response)
This is a powerful one, although I worry that students will not be able to relate if they don't
have context. If they don't know what the Vietnam Memorial is or looks like, this will fall flat,
and if you show them first, it ruins the surprise. Side note: 58,000 people seems like such a
small number of deaths. :_(
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Appendix D: Samples of Quick Notes
These notes were originally taken on paper and I present them typed into a table that replicates
their original structure for ease of reading. Text is reproduced exactly as it appears with no
editing or additions. I selected these samples because they are a representative of a range of
what showed up in my notes.
Table D.1
Quick notes sample 1
February 26, 2021
Time

How I promoted Engagement/Participation

10:05
10:30

Encouraging students during closing circle
Jigsaw activity let students become experts.
Let students take lead on filling slides

10:45
10:50

How I Promoted SelfEfficacy

Praised student example that
was exceptional
*Lost control of time!*

Table D.2
Quick notes sample 2
March 8, 2021
Time

How I promoted Engagement/Participation

10:03

Greeting students by name – casual chat with
them.
Opening Circle. Celebrated with students.

10:09
10:19
10:20
10:21
10:35
10:42
10:50

How I Promoted SelfEfficacy

Was supportive of student
insight
Admitted I didn’t know slang, so students
could explain it to me – that went well.
Let students have time for discussion
Keeping to scheduled time

Gave students independent
work time
Resisted urge to talk. Let
students work.
Praise student work as it
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Expressed genuine
enthusiasm for student work

10:55
Table D.3
Quick notes example 3
March 9, 2021
Time

How I promoted Engagement/Participation

10:03

Talked to a student about an experience he
had related to our class
Gave students a chance to share examples of
narrative structure they know
-Gave long pausePoll activity. Encouraged participation. Told
students they didn’t have to be correct.

10:10

10:23
10:35
10:40
10:41
10:50
10:59

How I Promoted SelfEfficacy

Praised student insight on
Padlet
*I’m off on time*
I rushed my modeling activity
Helped students trouble shoot their work
I praised student hard work
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Appendix E: Samples of Reflective Notes
These notes were originally taken on paper and I present them typed for ease of reading. Text is
reproduced exactly as it appears with no editing or additions. I selected these samples because
they are a representative of a range of what showed up in my notes.
January 14, 2021
How successful was I at engaging students?
Online learning is challenging and I would have liked more participation in the activities.
I think the pop-culture reference (Taylor Swift) was successful at relating to student experience.
The activities (Whoosh!, chat discussion, posting on a discussion forum) were good choices and
I executed them reasonably well.
Later in the lesson as student work came in, I was genuinely excited and I showed it. I
think I was effective at modeling enthusiasm then. I maybe need to enter the lesson with that
same enthusiasm.
I also like the ability to have small groups led by adults, which allowed me the
opportunity to work with individual students. I also was able to (by text message) offer advice to
other group leaders for how they could help their students.
How effective was I at promoting self-efficacy?
I was positive and supportive of student work. I was expecting to need to give positive
reinforcement for student writing, which I did as I saw it, but I also found an opportunity I was
not expecting, a chance to give students positive feedback for their insights during the all-group
discussion of using repetition in poetry. I was able to use those insights as part of my teaching
about how they can use repetition in poetry.
How did I deviate from plan?
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I had considered playing a clip of the author talking about her writing process, but opted
out of it in the moment so I could instead focus more on student insights into the poem.
I largely stuck to my planned timeline, but I actually hadn’t detailed a closure for my
lesson. I had breakout rooms end five minutes before the end of class and asked students to share
a favorite line from their writing, which I thought was a good “exit ticket” and gave me a chance
to see how work in other groups went.
What insights do I have from teaching this lesson?
In my final pass through reading my lesson plan I added some ideas for how I would lead
discussion, including comparing the poem to Taylor Swift and writing questions to use in full
group discussion of the poem. I felt planning these conversational elements in advance and
having them where I can see them allowed me to be so much smoother in my teaching. I did omit
asking one question I had written in advance because it was already addressed in student
responses.
I also think planning to have time in my lessons to catch individuals or small groups of
students up is critical. It also occurred to me today that it could be valuable to ask students to
help their peers catch up. This will give students a chance to explain to their peers (valuable for
them) and it could be valuable for the peers (hear it in different words) and it can save me some
time.
I also think positive feedback I gave was most effective when I was very specific. Saying
stuff about the specifics of student comments/writing. Thus, students are not just hearing a bland
“good job.”
Areas for future inquiry:
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How do I effectively use feedback? My feedback was universally positive
because I believe students are hesitant to write poetry, so I really wanted to build
confidence. However, in some writing students will need more constructive
feedback. How can I do that effectively while still promoting self efficacy?

•

How do I better model enthusiasm? I think I was better at modeling enthusiasm
later in the lesson. How do I model this throughout the lesson?

•

How do I make sure students have enough time to respond? This is so tricky to
figure out in the moment. And online, it always seems to take so long.

February 22, 2021
How effective was I at engaging students?
I think the Google Doc brainstorming activity went well. It allowed me to get students
working collaboratively. This allowed students to see other students participating, which
encouraged further participation. I also talked directly to students about their ideas, and spoke to
students who appeared to be non-participants. I helped students understand how their work
would help them with their future writing. I think this encouraged participation because it was
not work for work’s sake.
The opening circle activity was also a positive start to the lesson – it helped begin
dialogue and build relationships that made it easier to challenge students to do difficult work.
How effective was I at promoting self-efficacy?
I think I was most successful at this, of everything in the lesson. The opening circle gave
me a chance to encourage students – I took a nonjudgmental approach to talking to them. I was
positive and understanding. I listened to what they said and responded. I also responded
supportively to student ideas. I was positive about their ideas, I treated their experiences and
interests as valid. I used video games as a brainstorming activity to signal that even hobbies often
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dismissed as low art are valid. I tried to encourage students every chance I got. I read their
responses in chat and acknowledged them.
How did I deviate from plan?
I struggled to get breakout rooms open and that got me off time in an already packed
lesson. I fell more and more behind as the lesson went along. This left me scrambling. I struggled
to model my thinking and give students enough work time. Possibly, the reduced work time left
my students feeling like they were struggling. This may have damaged their self-efficacy. I try to
make sure that they have what they need to be successful, yet, I may have failed in this lesson. I
also spent more time with an EA run group to make sure they knew how to help students. I also
stayed late to help any struggling students.
What insights do I have after teaching this lesson?
Plan less in a lesson so I can teach everything well. Leave time in plan for things to take
too long.
Overall, this lesson was something of a failure. I believe students will need reassurance
and reteaching to be successful. So I realize that a flawed lesson plan, in this case an
overcrowded lesson, can damage my goals, in this case creating a supportive, engaging and
participatory classroom. It re-emphasizes for me that even the intent to be supportive and plans
that give students opportunities for participation are not enough if my lessons are poorly
constructed. Curriculum supports student self-efficacy by giving them opportunities to be
successful, but this lesson may have set up my students for failure.
I need to improve my planning if I want to effectively promote a positive learning
environment for my students. Curriculum is critical to success in promoting engagement and
participation.
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Areas for future inquiry:
•

How can I better manage my time? Time management failures damaged my goals
of promoting a positive learning environment. How can I better plan my lessons
so that I have enough time to teach well and foster self-efficacy through students
achieving genuine success. How do I determine how long things will take?

•

How do I promote self-efficacy after an unsuccessful lesson? I believe I need to
help my students begin to find more success after a lesson in which they may
have struggled. How do I recover and find ways for students to continue to
experience success that will support their growing identity as writers?

•

How would I change this lesson before teaching it again? I need to space this
lesson out. Maybe teach it as two lessons instead of one. I also should not have
tried to introduce research questions. I was trying to frontload another lesson,
when I should have realized it was too much of an already overstuffed lesson.

March 11, 2021
How effective was I at engaging students?
This class was a good example of the value of having work time in class so I could
differentiate to help meet student needs. In the work time I had students at very different points
in the writing process and I was able to help them move forward and address specific questions,
confusions and concerns. It was also a good example of the value of just checking in with
students to discuss their understanding. Students were able to make progress after I helped them,
which certainly improves engagement.
How effective was I at promoting self-efficacy?
In this lesson I spent time praising students doing well and encouraging students who
were struggling, trying to help them see they were doing well regardless of not getting things
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easily. I made a significant effort to make sure students across the spectrum of experience were
praised and supported. My sense was this was needed in this class, given the challenge of what
we are doing.
How did I deviate from plan?
I compressed the time I planned for modeling to give students more work time after
getting a little behind while doing discussion. I thought this was okay. Students needed
discussion time and work time since I was modeling something we had done before as a
refresher, deviating from plan to devote less time to this was the right move. I think this
deviation was an example of a decision that was the right move.
I think this deviation was an example of a decision that was the right move in the
moment.
I was slightly off time in the first half of the lesson but this lesson had enough work time
in it that this was okay. The cushion time built into this lesson worked as planned.
What insights do I have from teaching this lesson?
•

Building cushion time into a lesson is helpful

•

Checking student understanding is crucial

•

Promoting self-efficacy is challenging during difficult lessons. I must moderate difficulty
from lesson to lesson so students don’t begin to doubt their abilities because they are
constantly struggling through lessons that are too challenging.

Areas for future inquiry:
•

How can I challenge, but not overwhelm, students?

How effective was my mentor text?
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This text was a little easier than my last, so I think it required less discussion time and it in turn
gave all my students more work time. That’s all great. This text is hyperlocal, is accessible and
demonstrates the concept I wanted it to. This is an excellent text for this purpose.
March 16, 2021
How effective was I at engaging students?
I was fairly good at this today. I supported participation through writing conference by
sharing prompts in text, and I called on students by name to prompt participation. The writing
conference format is also highly participatory and I think I managed to adapt to it fairly well. I
had to make some last-minute changes to this lesson plan to adjust to where students are at in
their writing (I created a group that was just for catch up work). I think that adaptation was a
good way to allow all students to participate, even if they weren’t ready for writing workshop.
Adjusting my plan was a good strategy.
How effective was I at promoting self-efficacy?
This was a good lesson for that because students are getting support from me and each
other. I think peer recognition and feedback is potentially more powerful than if it is from me.
By giving students sentence frames, I think it really helped make sure the feedback was positive
and supportive.
How did I deviate from plan?
I, at the last minute, decided to overhaul this lesson in response to where students are at.
So the formal lesson plan was dramatically changed, I cut some stuff out, and I had to rebuild the
digital part of this assignment. This was all in response to student needs and I think it was the
right move, even if the lesson was sloppier than my perfect plans, which didn’t really apply to
my real world classroom with real people in it.
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What insights do I have after teaching this lesson?
I have a lot of growth left to do as an educator. This lesson was the culminating one in
this unit and I’m not completely satisfied with how it went. It’s easy to blame learning context
(alternative school) or the challenges of online teaching. These limitations are certainly factors.
But I also could have been better at adapting as I went along. Possibly, I could have given my
students a writing day after the outlining day and before the sensory detail day. Possibly I should
not have taught narrative structure, as introducing three different structures in such a short unit
may have overcomplicated things. Everything I tried in this unit seemed like a good idea:
exciting, recent texts, a genre of writing that students experience a lot (narrative) and a strong
opportunity to express their own experiences. Yet, each step took longer and was more
complicated to teach than I had anticipated.
Areas for future inquiry:
•

This lesson did not go as well as I hoped. Would it have gone better in person? Would I
have been able to have better activities/interventions/conversations in person? Could I
have gauged understanding better if I could have seen the faces of the people I was
teaching? Even simple comprehension question take enormous expenditures of time.
Would this unit have gone better if I weren’t so hesitant to ask for participation because
of how long it takes to get responses? Did this unit perform worse than my expectations
because it was flawed (too challenging, not engaging enough, poor activity choices) or
because of the challenges of online instruction.

How effective was my mentor text?
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I used a sample of my own writing to model the writing workshop. I believe it may have
inspired a student to try a new narrative structure, which is exciting. The text may have
performed its role.
March 18, 2021
How effective was I at engaging students?
This was one of my best efforts for engaging students. I shared learning targets at the
beginning of the lesson for the first time and I think that really paved the way for students to
understand what was expected of them. As basic as that technique is, it really made a positive
impact in class.
I also think poetry and figurative language, the lesson topic, is really fun writing so it
makes sense that students are engaged with it. From a curriculum planning perspective I can see
that maybe this unit should be earlier in the class, so students can experience success and begin
to develop self-efficacy earlier in the class. I think the challenge of the early information writing
unit may have limited engagement – some students may have given up on the class because they
don’t have a foundation of success to build on before doing that challenging unit.
How effective was I at promoting self-efficacy?
I think this lesson is well designed to give students recognition for their success. Students
get to find initial success by writing figurative language with a mentor sentence – an effective
scaffold for figurative language. After they’ve had this success, they get to build on this by using
their new line as the foundation for a new poem. This initial success builds their sense of selfefficacy as writers before they take on the more challenging task of writing a full poem.
How did I deviate from plan?
I stuck to the plan this lesson and was even on-time as I worked through it. Having slides
really helped me stay organized throughout my direct instruction time. As wary as I am of
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lecturing off slides, because I have seen it done so poorly, as a limited tool it is useful; I put the
poems I used up more quickly by having them on slides. I didn’t have to worry about copying
and pasting instructions into the chat and I didn’t have to check my notes about what was next or
count on remembering everything.
What insights do I have after teaching this lesson?
•

Slides have their uses (organization/time saving)

•

I did the right amount of activities/instruction today.

•

Poetry can be highly engaging and fun.

•

Full group discussion is tricky to pull off. It’s better to have structured activities that
prompt participation.

Areas for future inquiry:
Why did this go so well time-wise? Very short mentor texts meant less time reading.
Power Point slides shaved a couple minutes off my direct instruction. Does that account for all?
How effective was my mentor text?
These texts (Langston Hughes’ “Harlem” and “Dreams”) functioned very well. In my
opinion, students identified the figurative language, used it as inspiration and produced good
work. I think the extreme brevity of these poems is great too. I would have liked more whole
group discussion, but that may be a more product of online learning than this text. Overall, I was
pleased with this text.

